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Abstract

Humanoid robots are created to look like humans, behave like humans, and ulti-

mately reason in the same level as humans. Carrying on the hopes for emulating

human beings’ capabilities of performing dexterously and reliably in real world sce-

narios, humanoids are expected to undertake a wide variety of tasks including taking

care of the elderly, doing house cleaning and disinfecting (especially important during

COVID-19), and conducting operations in dangerous situations such as search and

rescue during fire or earthquakes. The realization of these expectations of humanoid

platforms needs continuous coordination of their upper and lower limbs in challenging

environments and legged robots’ inherent terrain adaptability makes them compe-

tent to provide assistance in these hazardous conditions. Though being considered

as attractive candidates, humanoid robots suffer from a great risk of falling result-

ing from a relatively high center of mass position and a limited area of region of

support. This prone-to-falling characteristic of humanoids’ bipedal walking makes

them much harder to control, and falls can cause costly failures. As a result, the

ability to regain balance from falling is a prerequisite before humanoids can be con-

fidently applied to execute significant tasks. Despite the rise of relevant research on

humanoid fall recovery in recent decades, humanoid’s self-balancing in response to

unexpected disturbances in arbitrary environment remains to be a difficult problem

due to humanoid’s high degrees of freedom, complicated nonlinear system dynamics,

and a “real-time” computational requirement owing to falling.
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This dissertation focuses humanoid fall recovery with optimization-based motion

planning approach. To advance state-of-the-art recovery strategies which mainly

focus on open environment, I introduce motion planning algorithms which generalize

fall recovery to both open and cluttered environments. I demonstrate two main

contributions in this dissertation:

1. The development and implementation of an efficient motion planner which

enables humanoid to recover from falling by making hand contact with walls or

other surfaces in the cluttered environment. This approach extends humanoid’s

balancing capability to cluttered environment with making hand contact and

this ability to make use of environmental object for fall prevention improves

humanoids’ efficiency and reliability.

2. The proposal and development of a multi-contact motion planner which gen-

eralizes humanoid fall recovery in both open and cluttered environment. This

algorithm unifies existing recovery strategies, such as inertial shaping, protec-

tive stepping, and hand contact, and automatically plans one strategy or a

combination of strategies to regain robot’s balance based on its disturbed state

and nearby environment features. By enabling humanoid to reason how to

regain balance on its own, this algorithm makes a significant contribution to

the improvement of humanoid’s sustainability in arbitrary environment.

Overall, these contributions advance state-of-the-art humanoid technologies with

the ability to 1). use hand contact for fall prevention in cluttered environment and

2). reason how to regain balance in both open and cluttered environments. By

further enhancing legged machines’ capability of self-balancing, methods discussed

in this dissertation have the potential to realize a more effective and more reliable

humanoid performance in real world.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

What will the world look like in fifty years? This is a fairly unknown question because

it is even hard to forsee what will happen in a year from now, not to say in fifty years.

However, what can be predicted with confidence is that cutting-edge technologies,

such as artificial intelligence (AI), will be highly developed at that time and smart

machines will undertake critical roles where previously human’s participation and

engagement is a must. Even though it is inconsequential to imagine what specific

tasks will be assigned to intelligent machines, developing robotic systems which can

think, reason and act as humans is considerably important and in great need. Among

a wide variety of robotic platforms, legged robot is of particular and increasing in-

terest to robotics researchers resulting from its advantageous mobility on challenging

terrains. Compared with wheeled robots, legged robots have the potential to traverse

environments where only sparse handholds and footholds are accessible and their ca-

pabilities of dynamic locomotion, such as running and jumping, further enhance their

adaptability to difficult terrains [MES85, LO88, SYZ97, PO06]. This sort of dexter-
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Figure 1.1: Bighorn sheep demonstrate mobility skills in cliff-climbing, adopted
from [FS17]

ous mobility has been commonly seen in legged animals in nature. For example,

Figure 1.1 shows that bighorn sheep can climb around cliffs with narrow footholds

space. Despite the fact that this animal-level mobility is far greater than the overall

mobility of current legged robots, the realization of even a ratio of animal’s agile

capability can largely increase the application of legged robots to numerous tasks,

for example, search-and-rescue in dangerous environments.

The idea to utilize legged locomotion is not new. Concept of legged mechanism

can be traced back to late 19th century when Lewis. A. Rygg patented a quadrupedal

walking machine called The Mechanical Horse (Figure 1.2a). This hand-drawn me-

(a) Mechanical Horse (b) Walking Truck (c) Spot

Figure 1.2: Evolution of legged machines from Lewis A. Rygg’s Mechanical Horse
[Ryg93] in 1893 to General Electric’s Walking Truck in 1969 [Dep69] to Boston
Dynamics’s Spot in 2020 [Dyn20].
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chanical figure directly makes use of rider’s applied force on pedals as power to step

forward and allows change of moving direction by steering the reins in front. Even

though it is unclear whether this legged machine was physically made or not, this

design provides inspirations for development of legged robots [Rai86]. Later legged

platforms, such as General Electric’s Walking Truck (Figure 1.2b) and Boston Dy-

namics’s Spot (Figure 1.2c) show the efforts researchers have made so far towards

a more autonomous, agile, reliable and energy-efficient legged robot. For the

realization of such a robot, a number of technological challenges are expected to

be overcome (i.e. environment representation, object modeling, whole-body motion

planning and control, etc). While there are lots of open questions from each chal-

lenge, this dissertation focuses on motion planning for a specific type of legged robots,

humanoid robot, with application to fall recovery.

Humanoid robot is an anthropomorphic robot whose appearance is designed

to resemble human beings. With legged mobility from bipedal locomotion and ma-

nipulability from its hands, humanoid robots should be able to navigate in cluttered

environment and handle sophisticated tools which require high accuracy to manip-

ulate. Equipped with the most advanced robotics technologies, humanoids are ex-

pected to undertake a wide variety of tasks ranging from taking care of the elderly

to doing house cleaning and disinfecting (especially important during pandemic).

While these expectations are natural and these tasks are seemingly straightforward

to human beings, current humanoid robots have not been translated into sustainable

solutions for real-world use. The truth is that the development of modern humanoids

mostly remains in the experimental stage and validation test is commonly conducted

in a highly-controlled environment [KKM`11, EWO`14, EMW14, RSH`15, AOI17,

KKS`19]. This limitation to laboratory environment results from humanoid robot’s

great risk of falling due to a relatively high position of center of mass (CoM) and a

limited area of foot support. This idea can be clearly understood with an inverted

3



pendulum model (IPM) in upright posture. While IPM can remain static at this

configuration, this state is unstable since any disturbance will break the equilib-

rium and bring pendulum fall completely down until it hits the support platform.

This intrinsic instability of humanoids’ bipedal walking makes them much harder to

control, and falls can cause costly failures. As a result, protecting humanoid robot

from falling failure is a topic of active research [FKK`02, FKH`06, Ste07, OTK08,

WWS12, ARW12, LDHW16, TK16, KKK`17, SCBK17].

Fall recovery refers to regaining robot’s balance when the robot is going to fall.

Despite being important, humanoid fall recovery is a significantly difficult problem.

• Firstly, humanoid robot is a high-dimensional nonlinear system, which has

already resulted in a large-size problem. This large number needs to be dou-

bled or tripled, if kinodynamic constraints on robot’s velocity, or velocity and

acceleration, are to be considered. Figure 1.3 illustrates some representative

humanoid platforms whose DOFs range from 28 (Atlas and HRP-2) to 37 (Xing

Tian). The synthesize of dynamic motion for a robotic system with that large

DOFs is challenging. For instance, grid-based planning algorithms, such as A˚

search algorithm and Dijkstra’s algorithm, are not suitable due to the curse of

(a) Johnny 06 (b) Atlas (c) HRP-2 (d) Running Man (e) Xing Tian

Figure 1.3: Representative Robots in the Finals of DARPA Robotics Challenge
2015, adopted from [GA15b]

4



dimensionality [Bel03].

• Secondly, humanoid system is of a hybrid nature due to its intermittent contacts

with environment. Whenever a new contact is established by the robot, there

will be instantaneous changes in both robot’s state and its system dynamics

depending on the contact [HM94]. This combination of continuous whole-body

motion and discrete contact results in a multi-modal planning problem where

a planner must determine both the discrete contact mode sequence and the

continuous transition trajectories under contact mode. Each contact mode

constrained robot’s feasible state to be on a sub-manifold denoted by X . An

efficient motion planner should be capable of computation of feasible state

x P X , computation of feasible path P psq : r0, 1s Ñ x P X , and computation

of transition motions between two contact modes, whereas each of these three

computations can be computationally expensive and challenging [HL10, Sti10,

BSK11, JP13, KUSP16, EFRS20].

• Thirdly, recovery strategy has to be generated in “real-time”. Based on the

observation of robots falling down at the DARPA Robotics Challenge 2015

(Figure 1.4), a human size robot can fall completely down to the ground from

(a) ATLAS robot falling failure (b) ESCHER robot falling failure

Figure 1.4: A number of falling failures were observed in DARPA Robotics Chal-
lenge 2015, adopted from [GA15a]
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a static upright configuration within 2 seconds after being slightly pushed

[JSB`15, KHJ`17]. The time to fall will be even shorter if robot’s height

is lower or robot’s initial velocity in falling direction is larger. Since robot’s

velocity in the vertical direction keeps on increasing during the falling process,

linear momentum will be accumulated from gravitational force. Therefore, to

prevent robot from severe collision damage and recover robot’s balance while

its centroidal velocity is small, a desired fall recovery strategy should be an

online approach whose computation finishes much earlier than robot’s falling

to the ground.

A summary of the above three factors reveals the essence of humanoid fall recovery

problem which is a motion planning problem for a high-dimensional and

hybrid nonlinear dynamical system with real-time computation require-

ment.

Because directly working with a complicated dynamical system is difficult, simple-

model based approaches are adopted to reduce the computational burden for online

planning. Kajita’s Linear Inverted Pendulum Model (LIPM) has been widely used

to approximate humanoid’s centroidal dynamics [KKK`01, KKK`03a, KKK`03b,

PT06, EK09, ARW12, EOA13]. By modeling robot’s body to be a point-mass and

controlling its height to be on a horizontal plane, LIPM enables an analytic compu-

tation of a footstep location for instantaneous fall avoidance [PCDG06, MB11]. In

addition, LIPM’s decoupled dynamics in horizontal plane makes it convenient to ver-

ify whether a disturbed robot can return to a upright static state by taking N or less

steps [KdBR`12]. If the size of the support foot is considered in LIPM, ankle torque

can be used to balance robot against some less severe disturbances without taking a

protective step [Ste07, SA10b]. In addition to this point-mass model with only linear

momentum, angular momentum has also been introduced for body balancing. Pratt
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proposed a Linear Inverted Pendulum Plus Flywheel Model to incorporate whole-

body movement for disturbance rejection [PCDG06]. Similar ideas have been seen

in Lee’s Reaction Mass Pendulum [LG07] and Singh’s Linearized Double Inverted

Pendulum [SS20]. While these simplified models have the merit of online planning,

their synthesized inertial shaping and protective stepping strategies are not general

to cluttered environments due to the lack of consideration of environment geometry.

Protective strategies with these simplified models presume a sufficiently large open

environment for robot’s translational and rotational movement and these methods

can be infeasible in the presence of environment obstacles, such as tables and walls,

in an indoor workspace. Here, an important gap in the state-of-the-art of model-

based online planning is the lack of fall recovery method in cluttered environment.

This dissertation fills in this gap with introduction of a hand contact strategy for

balance recovery. Within this new planning algorithm, humanoid robot is able to

actively reach its hand to make contact with these obstacles to prevent falling or to

minimize the damage from falls. This extension to hand contact strategy completes

the missing part in humanoid fall recovery literature where upper limb balancing

strategy has not received much attention and this ability to adaptively make use

of environmental object for fall prevention can improve humanoids’ efficiency and

reliability in human-centered environment.

After the introduction of hand contact strategy for cluttered environment, hu-

manoid robot is capable of balancing itself from external disturbances with fixed con-

tact approach such as inertial shaping strategy, and contact modification approach

such as stepping and hand contact strategies. Despite the existence of various dis-

turbance recovery strategies, it still remains unclear which strategy or combination

of strategies should be adopted to stabilize a humanoid if an arbitrary pushed is im-

posed. Existing unified strategies use heuristic decision functions for mode switching

[OTK08, KKK`17], and machine learning-based methods for fall planning [SL15],
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[YZHL13]. However, these approaches can only handle a limited range of conditions,

due to oversimplified assumptions of robot dynamics and contact, or a restrictive

number of protective strategies. Thus, another critical gap is the lack of a uni-

fied fall recovery planner which generates full-body control trajectory that balances

robot in arbitrary environment. This dissertation fills in this gap with a gener-

alized humanoid whole-body motion planner that unifies fixed contact and contact

modification strategies for fall recovery in both open and cluttered environment. By

simultaneously generating the contact mode sequence and optimized whole-body tra-

jectories to achieve a stabilizing multi-contact trajectory, this planning framework is

capable of balancing a disturbed humanoid in arbitrary environment.

1.2 Prerequisite Definitions

This dissertation makes use of the following definitions:

Definition 1. A robot state x is a collection of variables whose physical meaning

can be robot’s position, velocity, and acceleration. In this dissertation, robot state is

a pair of robot’s configuration variable q and its velocity 9q, so x “ pq, 9qq.

Definition 2. A contact mode indicates the contact active/inactive status, and is

a vector σ P t0, 1ulˆ1 where l is the number of contact extremities allowable on the

robot. σi “ 0 indicates that the i’th extremity has no contact (inactive), while σi “ 1

indicates contact (active).

Definition 3. Failure: a state in which a point on the robot makes undesired contact

with the environment [PT06].

Definition 4. Failure set F : the set of Failure states.

Definition 5. Viable state: a state x0 if there exists at least one control trajectory

uptq such that xptq starting at x0 never enters F .
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1.3 Literature Review and Background

1.3.1 Locomotion Stability Criteria

The locomotion stability evaluation problem — a prerequisite to fall recovery —

asks to classify whether a robot is sufficiently disturbed from its nominal behavior

so that it needs to initiate a rapid fall recovery action. This evaluation should be

responsive: the earlier an impending failure can be detected, the more time the robot

has available to plan mitigating motions. It should also be accurate: false positives

will cause the robot to behave erratically and inefficiently. For this purpose, a number

of stability criteria have been proposed in the literature of legged robots.

Viability Kernel

Based on Wieber’s introduction of viability kernel (VK) [Wie02], a set of robot states

from which a fall can be avoided with the balancing controller , the determination of

locomotion stability is equivalently to a state classification problem of whether this

disturbed robot state is included in VK.

The viability kernel, originally proposed for nonlinear control systems to charac-

terize initial states from which there exists at least one feasible state trajectory to

reach a target state in finite time [Aub90], has been conceptually accepted as a gen-

eralized stability criteria for humanoid robots. Embracing the definitions in Sec. 1.2,

VK is defined as

V :“ tx0|Du P U : xptq X F “ H,xp0q “ x0, @t ě 0u (1.1)

where robot’s dynamical system can be written as 9x “ fpx,uq, and U is the set of

valid control trajectories.

Given a control policy πpxq, the control trajectory uptq is uniquely determined

from the robot’s state initial. The policy-specific VK is a slight modification of (1.1)

Vπ :“ tx0|uÐ πpxq : xptq X F “ H,xp0q “ x0, @t ě 0u. (1.2)
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Then a stability margin ψ of state x under control policy πpxq can be written as

ψπpxq “ sgn ¨ min
x˚PVπ

||x´ x˚||, sgn “

#

1,x P Vπ
´1,x R Vπ

(1.3)

Different policies may or may not be able to stabilize a disturbed state due to different

capabilities of disturbance rejection and thus produce different Viability Kernels.

Figure. 1.5 presents a conceptual visualization of three Viability Kernels. Depsite

the fact that VK presents a general fashion to evaluate robot’s stability, explicit

computation of a VK for legged robots suffers three considerable challenges:

1. High dimensionality, typically dozens of degrees of freedom (DOFs)

2. Nonlinear dynamics

3. Computation expense of simulating balance controller outcomes

Due to these difficulties, a number of simplified dynamics models, control policies,

or heuristics are adopted from past researchers to approximate VK.

Failure Set

Viability Kernel*

Viability 
Kernel 1

Viability 
Kernel 2

Figure 1.5: Illustration of Viability Kernels for three controllers π˚p¨q, π1p¨q, π2p¨q.
State spaces of VK˚, VK1, VK2 and Failure Set are denoted in orange, yellow, green
and red, respectively. Each dot represents a robot state and the color inside the dot
denotes the controller implemented to that state. Dashed curves show trajectories
of how states evolve with the chosen controller.
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Ground Projection of Center of Mass

The first stability margin of walking robot was proposed by McGhee and Frank in

1968 [MF68]. In their pioneering work, the projection of center of mass (PCoM) to the

ground is used as an indicator for stability characterization and a legged robot is said

to be statically stable if this PCoM lies within its support polygon (Figure 1.6). This

idea essentially introduces two simplifications to stability margin in Equation 1.3:

1). xÑ Ground Projection of Center of Mass

2). Vπ Ñ Area of Support Polygon.

For walking machine programmed with a static or quasi-static gait, a deviation

of PCoM from the interior of support polygon implies a tip-over momentum to be

accumulated around certain edge, so an impending fall can be foreseen. This stability

criteria was later extended to uneven terrain and a metric to measure the intensity

of instability is defined to be minimum distance among all distances from PCoM

to support polygon edges [MI79, MW89, ZS90]. Similar ideas have been seen with

directly calculating robot’s rotational momentum around each rotation axes [LS93],

comparing whether robot’s net force vector lies within its support force cone [PR96].

Figure 1.6: Visualization of support polygon with ARMAR-4 where blue dot de-
notes Ground Projection of Center of Mass, adopted from [VWK`15]
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Although this evaluation of ground PCoM is effective to determine whether an

uncompensated rotational momentum will bring the robot to tip-over around its sup-

port polygon, this criteria does not hold true for legged robots in dynamic locomotion

[Gos99, Wie02]. For example, when a bipedal robot changes from double-support

phase to single-support phase during dynamic walking, its ground PCoM may exit

the support polygon to push the robot forward. Therefore, it is insufficient to char-

acterize dynamic stability with ground PCoM.

Zero-Moment Point

During dynamic locomotion, a legged robot is said to be stable if its dynamic bal-

ance is maintained [VB04]. Here, dynamic balance refers to linear momentum bal-

ance (Equation 1.4a) and angular momentum balance (Equation 1.4b):

N
ÿ

i“1

fi `mg “ 9ICoM (1.4a)

N
ÿ

i“1

rCoMÑi ˆ fi “ 9LCoM (1.4b)

where fi denotes contact force at contact i and rCoMÑi represents position vec-

tor pointing from CoM to contact i. 9ICoM and 9LCoM are rate of change of robot’s

centroidal linear momentum and angular momentum, respectively. The realization

of desired momentum for robot locomotion is determined by the existence of cor-

Figure 1.7: Illustrating ZMP/COP with a planar foot, adopted from [SK07].
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responding contact forces between robot’s end effectors and the environment. To

ensure the dynamic balance of a bipedal walking robot in single-support phase on

flat terrain, its stance foot should contact the ground with whole area [VB04]. This

indicates that the support foot link is in static equilibrium. If ground’s friction force

is assumed to be enough, zero-moment point, a dynamic version of “Ground PCoM”,

is proposed to determine dynamic stability.

Zero-moment point (ZMP), was proposed by Vukobratovic in early 1970s [VS72a,

VS73]. It is generally understood to be a point on the flat ground where the ground

reaction does not have horizontal moments to balance the robot [TIYK85, AF97,

VB04]. Since the effect of ground reaction can be equivalently replaced by a vertical

support force and a vertical moment at zero-moment point, ZMP is also stated as the

center of pressure (COP) [ORI76], which can be directly measured with force/torque

sensors mounted on the bottom of foot, as shown in Fig. 1.7. This idea simplifies

stability margin in Equation 1.3 with

1). xÑ ZMP

2). Vπ Ñ Area of Support Polygon.

Even though the original statement of ZMP is not directly related to the concept

of stability since it only states that a desired dynamical locomotion can be balanced

if ZMP remains within the support polygon, ZMP turns out to be appealing in mo-

tion planning of bipedal locomotion because the constraint of having ZMP within

the support polygon guarantees a face-to-face contact between robot’s stance leg

and flat ground [KKK`01, KKN`02, KKK`03a, KKK`03b, NNY`03, Wie06, EK09,

HDW`10]. Being widely successful in the motion generation of bipeds, ZMP and its

variants have then been used to define stability margins. The most commonly used

stability margin with ZMP is defined to be the minimum distance from robot’s ZMP

to edges of its support polygon [HG77, TIYK85, SLC`90, LTK92, LTK93, HHHT98].

Goswami introduced the Foot-Rotation Indicator point to extend ZMP margin out-
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side the support polygon [Gos99]. Research on stability with ZMP in the new cen-

tury has been shifted to the analysis of contact stability to achieve dynamic balance.

Harada and his colleagues first applied ZMP to a multi-contact situation [HKKH03].

Three years later, Hirukawa and his colleagues proposed a universal stability crite-

rion to reformulate the check of dynamic balance problem into a check of geometri-

cal inclusion of dynamics wrench in the polyhedral convex cone of frictional contact

wrench [HHH`06]. Up to this contribution, the theory to characterize instantaneous

linear/angular momentum balance has been well-established. A recent related work

has been in analytically specifying the convex cone of frictional contact wrench for

linear inverted pendulum model [CPN15, CPN17].

Energy-based Criteria

Energy-based failure metric aims to measure the instability magnitude with a com-

parison between robot’s present kinetic energy with the minimum kinetic energy that

will lead to a tip-over motion around any edge of SP.

Messuri first proposed an energy stability margin (ESM) with the minimum po-

tential energy to be accumulated to cause a tip-over motion around edges of support

polygon [MES85]. With the consideration of ground compliance and deformation at

foot contact point, Nagy extended Messuri’s ESM to soft terrains [NDW94]. This

ESM has further been normalized by robot’s weight, unit from J to m, to increase

the intuitive interpretability of this margin [HTY01]. The linear inverted pendulum

model (LIPM) proposed by Kajita initially for bipedal walking has also shed light

upon the design of stabiliy margin for legged robots [KYK92]. This model consists

of a massless telescopic leg and a point-mass whose vertical position is controlled

to be on a horizontal plane, as shown in Figure 1.8. With these assumptions, pen-

dulum dynamics in vertical direction and horizontal plane are completely decoupled

and the acceleration in horizontal direction is proportional to its horizontal position
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Figure 1.8: Illustrating linear inverted pendulum model, adopted from [JV08]

displacement:

:x “
g

h
x (1.5a)

:y “
g

h
y (1.5b)

where x and y denote LIPM’s Cartesian coordinates in horizontal plane and h is

the height of CoM. With these interesting equations of motion, orbital energy is

introduced to evaluate the instantaneous stability, capture point (CP), or N -step

stability [PCDG06, KdBR`12]. Defined to be the sum of pendulum’s kinetic energy

and “fictitious” potential energy, orbital energy is written as

Ex “
1

2
9x2 ´

1

2

g

h
x (1.6a)

Ey “
1

2
9y2 ´

1

2

g

h
y (1.6b)

where kinetic energy is proportional to velocity squared ( 9x2 and 9y2) and potential

energy is expressed to be one half of a product between LIPM’s fictitious stiffness (- g
h
)

with its horizontal displacement (x and y). Ex and Ey’s value can indicate LIPM’s

instantaneous stability status based on their signs where positive value shows robot’s

centroidal velocity cannot decrease to zero when CoM reaches edge of SP, thus leading

to a tip-over failure. This idea simplifies stability margin in Equation 1.3 with

1). xÑ px, 9xq and py, 9yq

2). Vπ Ñ tpx, 9xq, py, 9yq|Ex ď 0, Ey ď 0u
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Other heuristics embrace a similar idea and calculate the total mechanical energy

using some variants of inverted pendulum models [LZC`15, WH18a].

Data-driven-based Criteria

Viability kernel Vπ depends on the balance control policy πp¨q implemented on the

robot. Balance controllers are capable of returning the robot back to a nominal state

or a nominal trajectory after a disturbance. Even rigidly controlled robots may not

actually fall after being tipped onto an edge, because they may tip back and settle

into equilibrium (wobbling). Although the direct computation of Vπ is difficult for

a specific controllerπp¨q, Vπ can be numerically approximated with sufficient robot’s

locomotion data under that controller πp¨q. Data-driven approach for fall detection

aims to predict robot’s failure based on the analysis and interpretation of robot’s

performance under disturbances. This model-free approach always involves a two-

stage process:

1. Data collection of safe/failure states through experimentation.

This step aims to gather a database that captures the essential pattern for

robot failure classification. Representative features at each record time will be

saved for pattern regression later.

2. Failure pattern regression through data processing.

With sufficient data collected, a data mining process will be conducted to build

a failure detection model by deciphering the implicit characteristics of failure

state from those measurements.

The described methodology has been used by a number of researchers to develop

failure detection models [RB06, OK07, OTK08, KW09, HG09a, KG11]. A direct

comparison of these work is shown in Table. 1.1.
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Table 1.1: Comparison of data-drive-based methods on fall detection

Author Year Feature Method Time (s) Accuracyp%q

Renner
Behnke

2006
Euler angles

& Angular speeds
Fourier

Decomposition
0.1 ą 90

Ogata 2007 Robot state
Discriminant

Analysis
ă 0.2 NA

Karssen
Wisee

2008 Robot state Multi-way PCA NA ą 90

Hohn
Gerth

2009
Contact force

& Orientations
GMM
HMM

0.05
0.15 „ 0.2

ą 64
ą 86

Shivaram
Goswami

2011
Customized
attributes

Supervised
Learning

0.7 ą 90

GMM: Gaussian-Mixture-Models, HMM: Hidden-Markov-Models

1.3.2 Strategies for Balance Recovery

Balance recovery is achieved by altering how robot reacts to the external distur-

bance. Small disturbances can be easily resisted by adjusting body posture, while

larger disturbances may require one or more protective steps, and possibly even hand

contact. For the realization of such recovery behaviors, a variety of strategies have

been proposed by humanoids researchers. These strategies can be classified into three

classes depending on their principles : Control-based, Optimization-based, and

Machine-learning-based approaches.

Control-based approach

Control-based approach focuses on solving one problem: How to design control poli-

cies to balance robot from unexpected pushes based on simplified humanoid models?

Among all proposed models, LIPM is highly preferred for balancing controller design

due to its simplified decoupled system dynamics. This advantage enables a direct

application of classical control theory to the balancing of this model and its variants.

Methods such as system linearization around equilibrium point, feedback lineariza-
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tion and local PID controller have been used to recover the robot back into upright

posture [GHW81, HC76, MZS09]. LIPM has also been used to derive an analytic

expression of a protective foothold, capture point (CP), to arrest robot from falling

[PCDG06, MB11]. Capture point has further been extended into 3D environment as

N -step capture region in which the robot can make at most N steps to capture itself

into a upright static state, as shown in Fig. 1.9.

Figure 1.9: Illustrating N -step capture regions, adopted from [KdBR`12]

In addition to these methods, balance strategies have been developed with bang-

bang control [Ste07], virtual model control [SA10a], and model predictive control

to generate human-like protective behaviors such as ankle strategy, hip strategy

and stepping [SA10b, ARW12]. With the high-level CoM trajectory generated with

LIPM, researchers have proposed algorithms to generate whole-body control policy

to follow this nominal trajectory [GK04, YGS09, Aa10, CTD`10, OGL13, RMS14].

Control-based approaches use simplified models to plan protective motions, such

as stepping and inertial shaping. Since this sort of method does not consider robot’s

3-D geometry model or environmental features, configuration for stepping or inertial

shaping can be infeasible for the robot to reach due to the risk of collision with its self

or environment object(s). In addition, the fact that arm links are always neglected

in this method prohibits the possibility of robot stabilization with hand contact.
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Optimization-based approach

Optimization-based approach generates an optimal policy which can drive robot from

its disturbed initial state through a feasible trajectory to a goal state while minimiz-

ing a performance index. One significant advantage of optimization-based approach

over control-based approach is the capability of generating complicated mitigation

motion with contact planning since it can consider robot models which are more

sophisticated and much closer to real humanoid hardwares. Mitigation with knee

contact and hand contact has been proposed by Fujiwara and his colleagues using

Pontryagin’s minimum principle [FKH`06, FKH`07]. A similar knee contact damage

minimization behavior is generated with a trajectory optimization using Chebyshev

polynomials in [WWS12]. Mansour proposed a direct collocation approach with

quadratic splines to enable the utilization of 3D spatial contacts for push recovery

[MML11]. A similar trajectory optimization approach with path planning for robot’s

CoM is recently proposed to detect the robot postural stability [DTM18]. Ha and

Liu proposed a multiple contact planning algorithm to reduce collision impact using

dynamic programming [HL15]. Researchers have also used quadratic programming

to adaptively optimize controller gains post-impact stabilization [SCBK17].

Although optimization approach can take into computation robot’s whole body

model, complicated constraints, such as system dynamics and contact, and generate a

number of protective behaviors with different contact strategies, this type of approach

has long computational time in general. Furthermore, it can only converge to a local

optima provided promising initial guess.

Machine-learning-based approach

Machine learning (ML) methods enable artificial devices to have the capability of

self-training and then automatically developing task-oriented behaviors without ex-

plicitly being programmed. The fact that Google DeepMind successfully generates
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several flexible human-like locomotion in simulated environment with Reinforcement

Learning (RL) shows RL’s powerful competency in hybrid motion planning. The

most relevant works in dynamic motion planning with deep RL have been seen in

[PBvdP15, PBYVDP17a], where a 3D toy model of bipedal robot is able to navigate

itself through cluttered environment on uneven terrains. However, just like other

RL methods to address legged locomotion problems, robot trained policies gener-

ated with deep RL cannot generalize. They can only work for situations similar to

the ones used in training process. To be an effective solution to a general hybrid

motion planning problem, deep RL should demonstrate its capability of handling

fall recovery in any arbitrary environment. The diversity in environment reflects

various constraints to the motion planning problem, thus causing the number of

training data to be too large to be gathered. In addition to RL, other supervised

learning approaches have also been proposed for fast motion planning. Strategies

such as re-use of pre-computed results [PCCL12], centralized node sampling with

previous experience [AT15], learning heuristic function for node expansion [BCS17],

and learning from optimal trajectories [TSH18] all contribute to accelerate motion

planning process. However, if test will be conducted in scenarios which are different

from the ones used for training, the learned control policy is not able to produce

useful solutions. In addition, the data collection task for supervised learning in hy-

brid systems turns out to be extremely expensive since it needs sufficient number

of successful planned trajectories to learn a unified policy but generation of those

trajectories takes considerably amount of time even with state-of-the-art methods.

Machine learning has also been used by researchers as an efficient tool to generate fall

mitigation strategies. Yun and Goswami employs a reinforcement learning approach

to produce a tripod configuration for the robot to reduce collision impact [YG14a].

In Yi et al, a machine learning approach is used to select between predefined push

recovery controllers for a small humanoid robot, including use of the ankle, hip, or
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stepping [YZHL13]. A more comprehensive learning approach was taken in Kumar

et. al., in which reinforcement learning is used to find a full body fall-recovery policy

that can use protective stepping or hands, and this outperforms direct optimization

by orders of magnitude [KHL17].

Machine-learning-based approach outperforms optimization-based approach in

terms of computational speed. However, protective motions generated with machine

learning approach cannot adapt the learned policy well to a different situation if this

situation is not included within the training data.

1.3.3 Optimization-based Motion Planning

General Description

Motion planning is a problem of finding a feasible path that moves a robot from initial

configuration to goal configuration without causing any collision. This problem has

been extensively studied over the past few decades and three major approaches have

been seen in motion planning literature:

• Grid-based method

This type of approach decomposes search space into a graph and finds a

path over this graph according to some objective (i.e. shortest distance). Re-

searcher have introduced Voronoi diagram [TS89, MAN04, GMAM06, GMB06,

BG07, NSTJ19], visibility graphs [LPW79, JLK95, KOK`03, HS04], and grids

[Yap02, CFS06, FS06] for graph construction and Dijkstra’s algorithm and

A* algorihtm for path query [Dij59, HNR68]. Grid-based methods are gen-

erally fast for problems with low-dimensionality, but their extension to high-

dimensional problems can be computationally intractable due to the curse of

dimensionality. Their incapability to handle constraints, such as dynamics and

contact, makes them less appealing for legged motion planning.
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• Sampling-based method

This motion planning strategy searches collision-free path with randomly sam-

pled waypoints from a probability distribution. It begins with a construction

of a connectivity graph by connecting neighbouring configurations whose con-

nection path is collision-free. It then finds a path from initial configuration to

goal configuration within this graph. State-of-the-art techniques, such as Prob-

abilistic Roadmaps (PRM) and Rapidly-exploring random trees (RRT), have

shown to be effective in high-dimensional robotic systems [KSLO96, HKL`98,

ABD`98, BK00, KL00, LJJK01, KF11] and methods such as Constrained

Bi-directional Rapidly-Exploring Random Tree [BSFK09] further extend ef-

ficiently sampling on constrained manifolds. It should be noted that sampling-

based algorithms have the property of probabilistic completeness, which means

that the algorithm is guaranteed to find a solution if there exists one. Sampling-

based methods address kinematic constraints easily, but their ability to handle

dynamics constraint is limited [KF10]. There are are some techniques which

plan quasi-static motions for legged systems whose dimensions are consider-

ably high [KL00, HL10, HNTH11, BK12]. However, those techniques are not

able to take care of hybrid system dynamics and contact velocity/acceleration

constraints.

• Optimization-based method

Optimization-based motion planning algorithms generate feasible robot trajec-

tories by solving an optimization problem with an objective function and a

set of constraints. Robot trajectories (i.e. configuration, velocity, acceleration,

contact force, etc) are parameterized into a sequence of discrete knot points

and numerical optimization algorithms, such as Sequential Quadratic Program-

ming (SQP) or Interior-point methods, are used to solve for optimal solutions in
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the parameter space [NW06, RZBS09, SDH`14]. Provided a promising initial

seed, these techniques can convergence quickly to a local optima and compli-

cated constraints such as system dynamics and frictional contact, can be easily

addressed with this type of method. State-of-the-art approaches are able to

plan motion trajectories xptq and uptq given contact sequence of hybrid system

[PKT16], and to simultaneous plan motion trajectories and mode sequence for

walking machines [MTP12, PCT14]. Optimization-based method has advanta-

geous ability in handling complicated constraints for high-dimensional dynam-

ical system and this advantage over grid-based method and sampling-based

method makes it attractive to the study of humanoid fall recovery problem.

Admittedly, optimization-based approach relies heavily on “good” initial seeds

to converge to local optima. If initial seeds are not provided properly, the opti-

mization solver will not be able to make any progress. For large size non-convex

optimization problems, the initialization of a promising seed is considerably dif-

ficult. To compensate for this limitation and ensure the implementability of the

motion planning algorithms in this dissertation to different robotic platforms,

seed initialization method for each proposed planner is clearly documented and

experimentally tested.
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Problem Formulation

A general optimization-based motion planning problem can be formulated into the

following form:

min
x

fpxq (1.7a)

s.t gipxq ě 0, i “ 1, 2, ..., nieq (1.7b)

hjpxq “ 0, j “ 1, 2, ..., neq (1.7c)

where f, g and h denote objective function, inequality constraint whose number is

nieq and equality constraint whose number is neq, respectively.

x is the variable to be optimized and it may include the following terms:

• tf : final time.

• qptq, 9qptq, :qptq: trajectories of robot configuration, velocity, acceleration.

• uptq: robot control trajectory

• fptq: contact force trajectory

• σ0, ...,σN : a sequence of contact mode.

Depending on the problem, some terms may not appear in the formulation, but for

the humanoid fall recovery studied in this dissertation, all of these terms will be

considered.

Objective function f penalizes the deviation of robot motion from a nominal

reference and it can take a variety of forms. A common expression of an objective

function is a weighted sum of several quadratic cost functions where each function

represents the extent that a “soft” constraint can be violated [dLMH10, HHL14,

DMN`14, HRG`14, FWXA15, HDO16, DJF`17]. As for humanoid fall recovery, a
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desired objective should be chosen to stabilize humanoid from falling. This disserta-

tion considers two objective functions: one focuses on reducing collision impulse and

contact slippage, and the other focuses on minimizing robot’s kinetic energy.

Constraint function g and h impose restrictions that robot’s motion has to satisfy

to remain feasible. Some general constraints in robotics field are presented as follows:

• Joint limits, velocity limits, acceleration limits, and torque limits:

qmin ďq ď qmax

9qmin ď 9q ď 9qmax

:qmin ď:q ď :qmax

umin ďu ď umax

(1.8)

• Dynamics constraint: Robots can be generally viewed as a chain structure of

rigid links connected by joints. The equation of motion (EoM) of the robot

is the system dynamics equation of these rigid links subjected to constraints

from joints and contacts. A general form of EoM for a robot with n DOFs, m

control inputs and l extremities can be written as follows

Dpqq:q ` Cpq, 9qq `Gpqq “ JpqqTλ`Bu (1.9)

where Dpqq P Rnˆn is the inertia matrix. Cpq, 9qq P Rnˆ1 is the centrifugal and

coriolis matrix. Gpqq P Rnˆ1 is the generalized gravitional matrix. u P Rmˆ1 is

the joint torque vector and B P Rnˆm is the input matrix. λ “ rλT1 , ...,λ
T
l s
T P

R3lˆ1 be the contact force vector. Jpqq P R3lˆn is the task-space Jacobian

matrix of robot’s end effector positions [Kha87, NCM`08, BSK11].

This form of EoM can be analytically derived with Newton-Euler equation or

Euler-Lagrangian method [Gre03]. Meanwhile, efficient algorithms also exist to

compute desired quantities from equation (1.9) numerically. Inverse dynamics,
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the calculation of generalized external force (right hand side of Equation 1.9)

that must be applied to produce a desired acceleration, can be solved with

the recursive Newton-Euler algorithm (RNEA) [LWP80]. Forward dynamics,

the calculation of generalized acceleration :q from a given generalized external

force, can be achieved with Inertia Matrix Methods and Propogation Methods

[Fea07].

• Coulumb friction constraints: If the contact force between the robot and the en-

vironment follows the Coulomb friction model, this contact stability constraint

is written as

µ2λ2in ě λ2it, i “ 1, ..., l (1.10)

where λin and λit respectively denote the contact force λi in the normal and

tangential direction of contact i.

This quadratic constraint sets the feasible contact force to be within a cone

volume and is usually approximated with a set of linear constraints to fit into

the framework of linear complementarity problem (LCP) or quadratic program-

ming (QP).

• Complementarity constraints: Let φpqq “ rφpT1pqqq, ...,φpTlpqqqs
T and λn “

rλ1n, .., λlns
T where φp¨q denotes a signed distance measured from position ¨

to the environment, Tipqq is end effector i’s position, and λin is defined in

Eq. (1.10). Then,

φpqq ě 0 (1.11a)

λn ě 0 (1.11b)

φpqqTλn “ 0 (1.11c)

This constraint together with Eq. (1.10) ensures that contact force only exists

at extremity whose signed distance is zero.
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• Contact holonomic constraints: For a robot extremity to remain fixed, its ve-

locity and acceleration have to vanish. Let Diagp¨q generate a diagonal matrix

with each element triplicated from vector ¨ on its diagonal.

DiagpσqJpqq 9q “ 0 (1.12a)

Diagpσqp 9Jpqq 9q ` Jpqq:qq “ 0 (1.12b)

where Jpqq “ BT pqq
Bq

is task-space Jacobian matrix with T pqq “ rT1pqq
T , ...,

Tlpqq
T sT denoting the position of each extremity on the robot.

• Impact mapping constraint: Impact happens when a contact is added, and

assumptions held in this dissertation are that impact is inelastic and instan-

taneously changes the pre-impact velocities 9q´ to post-impact velocities 9q`

through an infinitesimal time duration.

9q` must satisfy the goal contact mode holonomic constraint, so the impulse λ̄

and post-impact state can be calculated by solving the linear equation [HM94].

„

Dpqq ´Jσpqq
T

Jσpqq 0

 „

9q`

λ̄



“

„

Dpqq 9q´

0.



(1.13)

where Jσpqq denotes active task-space Jacobian matrix which is a concatena-

tion of Jacobian matrix of in-contact (active) extremities. If Jσpqq is a full-row

rank matrix, then an analytic solution is available for collision impulse and

post-impact velocity:

λ̄ “ ´pJσpqqDpqqJσpqq
T
q
´1Jσpqq 9q´ (1.14a)

9q` “ ´Dpqq´1JσpqqpJσpqqDpqqJσpqq
T
q
´1Jσpqq 9q´ ` 9q´ (1.14b)

The overall optimization-based multi-modal problem that is solved is

minimize
x“ttf ,x1ptq,...,xN ptq,u1ptq,...,uN ptq,λ1ptq,...,λN ptqu

fpxq

subject to p1.9q ´ p1.13q

(1.15)
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where N is the number of contact modes, xiptq, uiptq and λiptq are trajectories of

robot state, control and contact force under contact mode σi. This continuous trajec-

tory optimization problem is generally transcribed into a constrained parameter op-

timization problem which can be solved with nonlinear programming techniques such

as direct shooting method and direct collocation method [Bet98, BDLS00, PCT14,

Kel17].

1.4 Summary of Contributions

This dissertation consists of the following contributions:

• Development of a “real-time” humanoid fall recovery motion planning algo-

rithm which enables robot to make use of hand contact for fall protection in

cluttered environment. This technique outperforms state-of-the-art optimization-

based fall recovery method by orders of magnitude (Chapter 2).

• Implementation of the hand contact motion planner into a self-contain fall

recovery system including fall detection, fall stabilization and push-up recovery

(Sec. 2.5).

• Development of a generalized humanoid fall recovery planning that unifies in-

ertial shaping, protective stepping, and hand contact strategies in arbitrary

environment and proposal of an effective algorithm to generate promising ini-

tial seeds for trajectory optimization (Chapter 3).

• Development and implementation of an efficient online calibration algorithm

for autonomous vehicle’s longitudinal dynamical system (Chapter 4). This

work is conducted during my summer internship at DeepRoute.ai in 2020. A

patent based on this work has been filed.
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2

Fall Recovery with Hand Contact in Cluttered
Environment

This chapter presents an efficient motion planner with which a humanoid robot can

prevent falling using hand contact with walls and other surfaces in the cluttered en-

vironment. Instead of ignoring or avoiding interaction with environmental obstacles,

this planner considers these obstacles as hand rails and determines a contact point

on them for fall stabilization. Formulated as an optimal control problem, the pro-

posed algorithm achieves real-time planning with three techniques: 1). humanoid

dynamics simplification with three-link model, 2). problem size reduction with direct

single shooting method, 3). pre-computation of computationally expensive terms in

evaluating cost function. This planner is firstly tested in a simulated environment

and then integrated into a self-contained fall recovery system which is capable of fall

detection, fall stabilization and push-up recovery. System integration is performed

on the Darwin-Mini robot and validation is conducted in several environments and

falling scenarios 1.

1This chapter is reproduced from Shihao Wang and Kris Hauser, “Real-time Stabilization of a
Falling Humanoid Robot using Hand Contact: An Optimal Control Approach,” in 2017 Interna-
tional Conference on Humanoid Robots, Birmingham, UK, 2017, and Shihao Wang and Kris Hauser,
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2.1 Introduction

Humanoid robots can navigate in challenging terrains, step over environmental obsta-

cles and reduce energy consumption by utilizing natural dynamics [PP98]. However,

they suffer a high risk of falling due to the intrinsic instability of their bipedal locomo-

tion [McG88]. Falls can cause costly failures to the robot and expensive human time

and effort may have to be spent on the repairing process before the robot can be used

again. To reduce the expensive human labor and equip humanoid robot with the au-

tonomy to protect itself when it is going to fall, many strategies have been proposed

to recover the robot from falling failure [PCDG06, FKH`06, YZHL13, YG14a].

Among all existing fall recovery strategies, protective stepping is the most widely

used one. This method plans future capture footsteps for the robot to stop or slow its

rate of fall. However, protective footsteps may not be feasibly taken if the robot were

to be used in a cluttered environment with obstacles such as walls and tables. These

environmental obstacles can occupy positions of the planned footsteps and preclude

the robot from being recovered from fall. However, the existence of environment

obstacles provides the robot with a novel strategy for fall recovery. Many human

environments are designed with rails and handles that can be grasped with the

hands to maintain stability. In clutter or when rails are available, the robots hands

could be used to prevent falling or to minimize the damage from falls (Fig. 2.1).

However, it remains a major challenge for robots to fully exploit full-body contact

with environmental geometry in real-time. To address this issue, an optimal control

approach is presented for exploiting hand contact with walls and other environmental

obstacles to stabilize a falling robot.

“Realization of a Real-Time Optimal Control Strategy to Stabilize a Falling Humanoid Robot with
Hand Contact, ” in 2018 International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA), Brisbane,
Australia, 2018. This research is supported by NSF grant NRI #1527826.
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Figure 2.1: Illustrating how the hand of a humanoid (ROBOTIS Mini [INC20])
can be used to stabilize itself on a wall and to reduce falling damage on flat ground.

The following assumptions are used in this approach:

• A fall detector predicts the robot has begun to fall towards a wall or other

environmental features.

• The robot’s starting configuration and velocities are known.

• All dynamics are computed in the falling plane, which is the plane containing

the center of mass velocity and the gravity vector.

• The shape of the nearby environment in the falling plane is known.

• Centers of masses and inertia matrices of the robot’s links are known.

• The hand makes contact on the environment at a single point of contact, and

this point of contact must stick (rather than slide or bounce) for the robot

to avoid further falling. This assumption will be enhanced to hold from the

proposed optimal controller.

2.2 Problem Formulation

A general optimization-based motion planning framework is discussed in Sec. 1.3.3

whose instantiation in this problem is as follows:
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• Variable to be optimized:

To reduce the problem size, a direct single shooting method is adopted to

solve this nonlinear programming problem. Thus, robot control trajectory

uptq is the only term to be optimized in this formulation. Since hand contact

is specified in advance, this formulation simplifies the exploration of contact

mode sequence with two determined contact modes (foot contact, foot contact

+ hand contact). With uptq, other terms, such as final time tf and robot state

trajectories qptq, 9qptq, can all be computed accordingly.

• Objective function:

Objective function guides the search of an “optimal” contact point where robot

can be stabilized after making hand contact at that position. Due to the fact

that robot has some residual velocity after making hand contact, the whole fall

stabilization motion is divided into two phases:

1. pre-impact: where the robot is pivoting about an edge of its foot and

its hand is brought to touch the environment.

2. post-impact: where the hand is in contact with the environment and

any residual velocity is dampened.

Each phase has a catastrophic event that can potentially prevent robot from

being stabilized:

– In pre-impact phase, robot makes hand contact with the environment,

so a collision impact will be introduced to the robot. This presents the

first catastrophic event : the impact from collision damages the robot.

– In post-impact phase, the robot should be stabilized to a static con-

figuration. To avoid the robot slipping to cause a secondary damage,
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robot’s active contacts should remain fixed during post-impact phase.

As a result, the second catastrophic event describes how securely robot’s

contact can be kept fixed until robot reaches final state. According to

Coulomb friction assumption, a contact will not move if its contact force

resides within the friction cone defined by environment’s friction coeffi-

cient. Here, a necessary sticking friction coefficient can be defined to be

the minimum friction coefficient needed to keep a contact point fixed. The

evaluation of contact slippage is equivalently to the comparison between

necessary sticking friction coefficient and environment friction coefficient.

With these two catastrophic events, an overall objective function can be clearly

formulated to reduce the probability that either of these disastrous events hap-

pens. The probability of each event is calculated using the cumulative dis-

tribution function (CDF) of a normal distribution with some estimated means

and standard deviations. Specifically, for each value X, P py ě Xq is the value

of the CDFpyq of a normal distribution model X „ NpAvgpxq, Stdpxq2q with

mean Avgpxq and standard deviation Stdpxq. Here, Avgpxq and Stdpxq can be

coarsely estimated by a human engineer (lower values lead to a more conser-

vative controller) or measured empirically. Then, the overall probability that

at least one of the two catastrophic events occurs:

J “ 1´ p1´ P pI ě Icritqqp1´ P pµfoot ě µ˚footqqp1´ P pµhand ě µ˚handqq (2.1)

where P pI ě Icritq measures the probability of first catastrophic event by com-

paring whether the actual impact I exceeds the critical amount Icrit needed to

damage the robot. P pµfoot/hand ě µ˚foot/handq evaluates the probability of occur-

rence of second catastrophic event by comparing the necessary sticking friction

coefficient at the hands and feet µfoot and µhand of a hypothetical trajectory

with the actual environmental friction coefficients µ˚foot and µ˚hand.
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The computation of actual impact is shown in Equation. 1.13 and the evaluation

of necessary sticking friction coefficient will be detailed in Sec. 2.3.3.

• Constraints:

– Joint Limits (Eqn. 1.8)

– Dynamics (Eqn. 1.9)

– Coulumb Friction is formulated as “soft” constraint in objective function

(Eqn. 1.10).

– Impact Mapping (Eqn. 1.13)

Then an explicit trajectory optimization problem is written as,

min
uptq

Jpuptqq (2.2a)

s.t p1.8q, p1.9q, p1.10q, p1.13q (2.2b)

This trajectory optimization problem is transcribed into a nonlinear programming

problem and an off-the-shelf optimization solver is adopted to find a locally optimal

controller that brings the robot hand into contact with the environment and then

stabilizes the post-impact dynamics.

2.3 Techniques for Real-time Planning

Humanoid robots generally have a large amount of DOFs. For a trajectory optimiza-

tion problem with this amount of decision variables to be optimized, its computation

is too expensive to be finished within real-time. To address this computational time

issue, three techniques are proposed to accelerate this process to achieve a real-time

planning (ă 0.1 s) performance with a standard PC.
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2.3.1 Simplified Three-link Model

Instead of directly making use of humanoids’ whole body joint actuators, actuators at

significant positions, such as shoulder and hip, are selected for hand contact planning

and control. With this concentration, the robot dynamics in the falling plane is

approximated as a planar 3-link model. This model is computationally light but

complex enough to allow for the use of pre-impact inertia shaping to reduce impact

and the use of post-impact compliance to achieve closed loop stability.

Humanoid’s full-body is approximated as a rigid, planar three-link inverted pen-

dulum that captures only a few essential degrees of freedom in the falling plane.

Joints with unessential degrees of freedom are locked to reduce the modeling error

from robot to the pendulum. The pendulum rests on a single point contact at the

foot, and after impact the hand will make a fixed contact with the wall (Fig. 2.2).

The three DOFs of this model are denoted θ, α, and β, and correspond to the foot

center of rotation (which is not assumed actuated), the hip, and the shoulder respec-

tively. The one or two points of contact are assumed to be rigid, point contact, with

a Coloumb friction model. The rigidity of contact is assumed to facilitate the compu-

tation of the collision impulse and post-impact state using the assumption that the

contact forces at the hand and foot are impulsive [HM94]. Hence, the configuration

is q “ rθ, α, βsT and the control is u “ ruα, uβs.

This model strikes a balance between simplicity and complexity. Benefits of its

simplicity include:

• Only two actuated links are assumed in the pre-impact dynamics, which reduces

the dimensionality of trajectory optimization.

• The post-impact system becomes a 1 DOF closed-chain system, which ensures

a simple analytic expression for the post-impact controller. It also becomes

easy to compute the necessary sticking friction coefficients after impact.
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IMU

Figure 2.2: Three-link model used in this work, illustrated in post-impact. The
robot is divided into three blocks, the stance leg, torso, and contact arm, each of
which is modeled as a rigid link. The free arm and swing leg are assumed to be fixed
to the torso.

• It is practical to precompute a 5-D database that saves the necessary sticking

friction coefficients of the post-impact controller for all possible post-impact

states. Applying the same technique to a 4 link-model would require a 7-D

database, which is more time consuming and memory intensive.

It is also sufficiently complex to:

• Match a wide range of initial conditions.

• Allow the robot to use inertia-shaping to reduce collision impact (such as by

lunging the hand outward).

• Allow the robot to use compliance during post-impact stabilization, whereas a

2-link model would stop instantaneously.

Pre-impact Dynamics

Its pre-impact system dynamics can be written as ,

D :q ` CG “ Bu (2.3a)

»

–

D00 D01 D02

D10 D11 D12

D20 D21 D22

fi

fl

»

–

:θ
:α
:β

fi

fl`

»

–

CG0

CG1

CG2

fi

fl “

»

–

0 0
1 0
0 1

fi

fl

„

uα
uβ



(2.3b)
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where D00, D01, ..., D22 and CG0, CG1, CG2 can be easily derived with Newtonian

Mechanics or Lagrangian Mechanics.

Post-impact Dynamics and Stabilizing Controller

After the hand contact, three-link model becomes a closed-chain where there is only

one degree of freedom. This enables the reduction of the dynamics in Eqn 2.3 to

be a linear function of a single variable. If post-impact system is parameterized at

shoulder joint, its system dynamics is reduced to be a linear function of the shoulder

torque uβ:

:β “ fpβ, 9βq ` gpβ, 9βquβ (2.4)

where gpβ, 9βq is the linear term and fpβ, 9βq is the constant term.

As long as gpβ, 9βq ‰ 0 (verified via experiment), a stabilizing controller can be

designed with feedback linearization technique to dampen post-impact velocity :β “

´K 9β where K is the derivative gain. The gain is chosen such that @| 9β| P r 9βmin, 9βmaxs,

|K 9β| remains within the joint acceleration bound :βmax. Here the bounds of joint

angular velocities and accelerations are determined based on the configuration of the

motor on the robot. This controller also leads to an analytic expression of how the

post-impact system evolves

βptq “ β` ` 9β`p1´ e´Ktq{K (2.5)

where β` is the post-impact angle and 9β` is the post-impact angular velocity.

2.3.2 Direct Shooting Method

Direct shooting method addresses the system dynamics constraint using a numer-

ical simulation of the control states. This simulation updates state xk`1 based on

state xk and control uk. Each control uk can be integrated using first-order Euler

integration or higher accurate integration methods such as Runge-–Kutta methods.
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Compared with direct collocation method, direct shooting method can outperform

it in small-size problems. For real-time planning for fall mitigation, the total time

budget is about one-tenth of a second, so any tactics that can lead to a reduction of

computational time should be adopted.

Since the impact time is not fixed, a direct shooting method integrates the pre-

impact dynamics forward with the chosen control sequence until impact is detected.

Then an impact mapping is used to get the post-impact state from the pre-impact

state. The magnitude of change of the linear momentum is the collision impulse

λ̄. For a post-impact trajectory, the necessary sticking friction coefficients µfoot and

µhand are then calculated.

For its implementation in this hand contact planner, uptq is taken as a piecewise

constant control sequence of length N, with each segment lasting for ∆t. The time

step ∆t is determined heuristically. To seed the optimizer, a seed control us is

determined through an inverse dynamics approach to reach heuristic reference angles

pαref , βref q with the arm extended in the direction of falling. Eqn. (2.3) can be

rewritten as

:q “ D´1pBu´ CGqq (2.6)

so that the equations of motion for α and β can be fully controlled via a second order

linear system with gains pkPα, kPβ , kDα , kDβq as follows:

„

:α
:β



“ BTD´1pBu´ CGq

“

„

´kPαpα ´ αref q ´ kDα 9α

´kPβpβ ´ βref q ´ kDβ 9β



(2.7)

With the desired acceleration, the control u at each point in time is determined by

solving this linear system, which has a solution because BTD´1B is full rank. Then

this u is plugged back in to Eqn (2.3) to integrate the pre-impact dynamics. The
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seed control sequence us is then determined by discretizing the pre-impact control

trajectory at a given resolution.

A numerical optimizer with the quasi-Newton method is used to minimize the

objective function over the control trajectory. Fig. 2.3 illustrates the shooting pro-

cedures to find optimal solution.

(a) 1st Iteration (b) 2nd Iteration (c) 3rd Iteration

(d) 4th Iteration (e) 5th Iteration (f) 6th Iteration

(g) 7th Iteration (h) 8th Iteration (i) 9th Iteration

Figure 2.3: Illustration of direct shooting method with trajectories of hand contact
link during optimization iteration. The optimal hand contact is determined after 9
iterations.
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2.3.3 Precomputation of Necessary Sticking Friction Coefficients

Necessary Sticking Friction Coefficient

Successful fall recovery requires both contact points to be fixed during the post-

impact motion, which requires the friction force to be strictly less than the maximum

friction that can be supplied by the environment. This can be equivalently converted

into a comparison between the environment friction coefficient and necessary sticking

friction coefficient. For a given trajectory, necessary sticking friction coefficient is the

minimum friction coefficients that would be required to keep the robot from slipping.

One challenge to resolve necessary sticking friction coefficient is that at each point

in time the contact equations are indeterminate. For the planar robot model making

contact at foot and hand, there are 4 force variables (Ffoot P R2, Fhand P R2) but

only 3 constraints (2 from linear momentum balance (Eqn 2.8) and 1 from angular

momentum balance (Eqn 2.9)). In particular, the three-link mechanism can apply a

continuum of internal forces via joint torques. Then, an analytical method is used

to determine the internal forces to keep the necessary sticking friction coefficient at

a minimum.

The forces at foot contact point and hand contact point (Fig. 2.2) must respect

linear momentum balance

Ffoot ` Fhand “

3
ÿ

i“1

miai ´mg (2.8)

and angular momentum balance (taking foot contact point to be the origin)

prhand ´ rfootq ˆ Fhand “

3
ÿ

i“1

rmi ˆmipai ´ gq `
3
ÿ

i“1

Ii :Ωi ´ uβ (2.9)

where Ffoot “ rFfootx , Ffooty s
T and Fhand “ rFhandx , Fhandy s

T are the contact forces at

foot contact and hand contact, m is the total mass of the robot, g is the gravity
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vector, and for link i, rmi is the position of its center of mass relative to A, ai is

the acceleration vector of its center of mass, Ii is its moment of inertia and :Ωi is its

angular acceleration vector, and uβ “ r0, 0, uβs
T . These two balance equations can

be rearranged into a linear form

WF “ ω (2.10)

where W is a 3 ˆ 4 time-dependent matrix, F T “ rF T
foot,F

T
hands, and ω is a 3 ˆ

1 vector stacking the right-hand sides of (2.8) and (2.9). The solution to (2.10)

is a combination of external force (particular solution) and internal force (general

solution),

F ptq “ Fpptq ` cFg (2.11)

where c is an arbitrary scalar, Fpptq “ rFfootxp , Ffootyp , Fhandxp , Fhandyp s
T is solved with

Pseudo-Inverse, and Fg is in the null space of W . In this problem the rank of W is 3,

so the null space is 1-D. Specifically, Fg consists of two constant equal and opposite

2-D internal forces parallel to prhand ´ rfootq:

Fg “

„

Ffootg

Fhandg



9

„

prhand ´ rfootq
´prhand ´ rfootq



. (2.12)

where Ffootg “ rFFootxg , FFootyg s
T and Fhandg “ rFHandxg , FHandyg s

T are the internal

force vectors at foot contact point and hand contact point. Fg vector is then nor-

malized so that c gives the magnitude of the internal force.

Letting now F pt, cq be a function both of time t and internal force magnitude c,

the friction coefficients at foot contact and hand contact are respectively

µfootpt, cq “

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Fhandxpt, cq

Fhandypt, cq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

, µhandpt, cq “

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

nhand ˆ Fhandpt, cq

nThandFhandpt, cq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

(2.13)

where nhand is the surface normal vector at hand contact with its polar angle denoted

as ψ. Now an optimal value of c should minimize the sum of µfoot and µhand. Hence,

c˚ptq “ arg min
c
µfootpt, cq ` µhandpt, cq (2.14)
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and hence the necessary sticking friction coefficients of the post-impact trajectory

are computed as follows,

µpβ`, 9β`, r˚x, r
˚
y , ψq “max

t
µfootpt, c

˚
ptqq ` µhandpt, c

˚
ptqq

“max
t
pmin

c
µfootpt, cq ` µhandpt, cqq.

(2.15)

where r˚x “ rhandx ´ rfootx and r˚y “ rhandy ´ rfooty . The optimization of (2.14) can be

performed analytically, which makes (2.15) easier to evaluate.

Necessary Sticking Friction Coefficients Database Pre-computation

For a given trajectory, the necessary sticking friction coefficients µ given by Eqn 2.15

could be calculated by integrating Eqn 2.5 over time and computing Eqn 2.14, but

this would be inefficient. This procedure is accelerated by precomputing a database

over the five index variables pβ`, 9β`, r˚x, r
˚
y , ψq. Given the robot kinematics and

velocity limits, each variable has a bounded valid range, so the necessary sticking

friction coefficients from all possible post-impact states are pre-computed and saved

into a database. A single database is sufficient to cover any initial state of the robot

and environment obstacles of any shape. However, a new database is needed if any

of the kinematic parameters of the robot change (such as falling in the sagittal plane

vs frontal plane).

The precomputation time and database size depend on the resolution of dis-

cretization. In our experiments, each of the five variables are discretized into at

most 45 quantities. The calculation time is 70 min with OpenMP using four threads.

The size for this database is around 120 MB, which easily fits in the RAM of a small

embedded PC.
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2.4 Simulated Experiment

The speed and quality of our strategy are tested in a MATLAB planar simulation

with 8 scenarios. All tests are on a 64-bit Intel Core i7 2.50GHz CPU with 8GB

RAM. The optimal control trajectory is computed with the Dlib library’s numerical

optimization solver with the stopping strategy to be a comparison between a termi-

nation threshold ε “ 1e´7 and the change in the objective function from one iteration

to the next iteration [Kin09]. The robot parameters used are shown in Table 2.1, and

Table 2.2 shows the weight coefficients and heuristic values used for the simulation.

Table 2.1: Model Parameters for Simulation Experiment

Mass (kg) Length (m) Moment of Inertia (kg ¨m2)

Leg 0.12 0.125 3.1677e-04
Torso 0.53 0.070 8.8277e-04
Arm 0.05 0.100 4.4271e-05

Table 2.2: Misc. Coefficients and Heuristic Values for Simulation Experiment

Controller Gains Target Values Failure Parameters

kPα 250 αref1 5π{6 rad AvgpIq 0.35N ¨ s
kPβ 250 βref1 5π{8 rad StdpIq 0.1N ¨ s
kDα 20 αref2 π{2 rad AvgpµAq 0.5
kDβ 20 βref2 3.6π{5 rad StdpµAq 0.1
K 14 AvdpµEq 0.4

StdpµEq 0.1

The eight scenarios illustrate a variety of initial conditions and environments.

Wall 1 and 2 are vertical walls at distance 0.09 m and 0.18 m, respectively. Wall

3a and 3b are a cubic curve passing through (0.2,0.5), (0.07,-0.25) and (0.135,0.125)

in which the derivative of this curve vanishes. Table and Flat are flat surfaces at

height 0.1 m and 0.0 m. Circle a and b provide a floating circular support whose

center is at (0.15 m,0.12 m) and 0.05 m radius. The initial conditions in each simu-
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Table 2.3: Simulation Initial Conditions for Simulation Experiment

Problem θ (rad) α (rad) β (rad) 9θ (rad/s) 9α (rad/s) 9β (rad/s)

Wall 1 1.57 3.14 0 -2.0 -2.0 0
Wall 2 1.57 3.14 0 -2.0 -2.0 0
Wall 3a 1.57 3.14 0 -2.0 0.0 0
Wall 3b 1.41 3.14 0 -2.0 0.0 0
Table 1.41 3.14 0.78 -2.0 0.0 0
Flat 1.41 3.14 0.78 -2.0 0.0 0
Circle a 1.57 3.14 0 -2.0 0.0 0
Circle b 1.57 3.14 -0.62 -2.0 0.0 0

lation is listed in Table 2.3. In all cases except for Table and Flat, the control is

initialized using the method described in Section 2.3.2 with heuristic target values

αref “ αref1 and βref “ βref1. In Table and Flat, αref “ αref2 and βref “ βref2 are

used as given in Tab. 2.2.

The optimization results are listed in Table 2.4. Timing is indicated in the Time

column, showing that each example is optimized in under 0.1 s. The Impact, µfoot,

and µhand indicate the objective function components in the optimized trajectory.

For comparison, the Heuristic Objective column gives the objective function value

using the heuristic seed trajectory (raising the arm) as a fraction of the uncontrolled

Table 2.4: Simulation results. Objective values are shown as a % of the uncontrolled
value.

Problem Time
(ms)

Impact
(N ¨ s)

µfoot µhand Heuristic
Objective (%)

Optimized
Objective (%)

Wall 1 47 0.199 0.246 0.104 13.03 7.31
Wall 2 87 0.370 0.356 0.093 85.58 61.31
Wall 3a 74 0.282 0.347 0.072 66.47 29.67
Wall 3b 52 0.211 0.260 0.078 55.95 8.96
Table 53 0.170 0.086 0.110 26.36 3.82
Flat 75 0.326 0.232 0.242 99.95 44.75
Circle a 59 0.176 0.231 0.212 26.68 7.32
Circle b 71 0.175 0.193 0.117 25.47 4.33
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(a) Wall 1: Uncontrolled (b) Wall 1: Optimized

(c) Wall 2: Uncontrolled (d) Wall 2: Optimized

(e) Wall 3a: Uncontrolled (f) Wall 3a: Optimized

(g) Wall 3b: Uncontrolled (h) Wall 3b: Optimized

Figure 2.4: Simulation of uncontrolled and optimal controllers for examples Wall
1 to Wall 3b. For the controlled motion, we draw the initial state (solid), pre-impact
state (dashed) and the steady state (solid). The light blue trace is the pre-impact
motion and the dark blue trace is the post-impact motion. The red arrow denotes
the velocity of the robot’s center of mass at the pre-impact state (scaled by 0.1).
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(a) Table: Uncontrolled (b) Table: Optimized

(c) Flat: Uncontrolled (d) Flat: Optimized

(e) Circle a: Uncontrolled (f) Circle a: Optimized

(g) Circle b: Uncontrolled (h) Circle b: Optimized

Figure 2.5: Simulation of uncontrolled and optimal controllers, examples Table to
Circle b.

trajectory, and the Optimized Objective column gives the optimized value. These two

columns show that although the heuristic is clearly better than uncontrolled falling,

our optimization method can reduce the probability of failure often by several factors.

Traces of these simulations in the 3-link model are shown in Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5.

In each figure, the left column shows the uncontrolled motion and the right shows
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the optimized motion. In every case, the optimized velocity of the center of mass

at pre-impact is lower than the uncontrolled velocity, showing arm extension and a

backward movement of the hip. The post-impact motion then zeroes out the residual

velocity. Comparing Wall 1 to 2, the robot reaches its hand forward to catch itself

against the wall, and reaching is more extreme for further walls. Comparing Wall

3a and 3b, the method chooses a different contact point depending on the initial

velocity. For the Flat case, the optimized falling reduces the impact velocity with a

bent-over pre-impact posture in which the robot’s center of mass remains relatively

high above the ground. This result is consistent with observations of optimal falling

trajectories from prior work [YG14b].

2.5 Self-contained Fall Recovery System

This section presents the implementation of a real-time fall recovery system that

uses hand contact with the environment to prevent a humanoid robot from falling.

This system is capable of 1) fall detection and fall direction prediction, 2) using hand

contact to stabilize the robot, 3) if physically possible, utilizing a push-up motion to

recover to the standing posture. The diagram of the hardware and control flow of

the proposed system is in Fig. 2.6.

2.5.1 Hardware Setup and System Integration

• Darwin Mini Robot: Our experimental platform is the ROBOTIS Darwin Mini,

a small humanoid robot with 16 actuated joint motors (Dynamixel XL 320).

The motor encode can read the motor’s present angle and angular velocity.

These motors can be directly controlled by the OpenCM 9.04 C board fea-

turing a 32-bit ARM Cortex-M3 processor. The baudrate between the board

and motor is configured to be 1Mbps. This board supports the serial data

transmission via Tx, Rx and Bluetooth (BT210) with a maximum baudrate
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Figure 2.6: Diagram of the hardware and control flow of the proposed system.

of 115200bps. Two ROBOTIS touch sensors are connected to this board to

monitor the status of the robot hand contact.

• Raspberry Pi 3: Raspberry Pi 3 (Rpi3) is chosen as the main CPU due to its

size, cost and sufficient computational capability. Raspbian Jessie is the OS

for Rpi3. To increase the efficiency of the data transmission between the robot

and Rpi3, the two microcontroller boards are connected in both Bluetooth

(OpenCM sending data to Rpi3) and Tx, Rx (Rpi3 sending data to OpenCM).

This central computational unit undertakes all the calculation including fall

detection and pre-impact optimal controller computation.

• IMU-Adafruit BNO055: The IMU provides readings of Euler angles and angu-

lar velocities at 100Hz. However, the default connection port between the Rpi3

and BNO055 has been occupied for the data transmission between RPi3 and

OpenCM. An additional Arduino UNO board is used to read the IMU data

and send the data via Universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter (UART) to

Rpi3 with a 115200 bps.
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2.5.2 Fall Detection

Fall detection is a critical component of fall recovery. The earlier an inevitable fall

is accurately detected, the more likely the robot will be stabilized. The proposed

system uses an inverted pendulum model for fall detection due to its simplicity to

satisfy the strict real-time requirement. This pendulum is modeled from the foot

edge where the robot rotates around to the center of the mass of the robot (Fig. 2.7).

The foot edge location is estimated via kinematics given the current IMU and joint

encoder readings.

In the falling plane, if the robot is not falling, the kinetic energy of the robot at

each time is less than the critical kinetic energy Tcrit which is the minimum kinetic

energy that the inverted pendulum needs to move from its current angle position to

its unstable equilibrium point. Therefore,

Tcrit “MgLp1´ cospγqq (2.16)

where M is the total mass of the robot, g is the gravitational constant, L is distance

from the foot edge to the center of mass of the robot and γ is angle between the

pendulum and the vertical axis in the falling plane, . Meanwhile, the kinetic energy

g
z

(a) Falling in Sagittal Plane

g
z

(b) Falling in Frontal Plane

Figure 2.7: Falling detection with inverted pendulum model in sagittal plane and
frontal plane. The red arrow denotes the velocity at the center of the mass.
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T at each instant of time is

T “
1

2
ML2 9ζ2 (2.17)

where ζ is the angle between the pendulum and the horizontal axis, and 9ζ is the

derivative of ζ. A fall is said to be detected if T ą Tcrit.

2.5.3 Push-up Recovery

After fall stabilization, the robot will remain in a steady state and can either 1) wait

to be relocated by human to start a new gait, or 2) recover to an upright position

by pushing off of the wall. We use a flexing motion of the elbow to allow the robot

to gain sufficient momentum to recover a standing posture.

Suppose the hand contact point remains fixed during the push recovery process.

Again we apply a three-link model to analyze this push recovery motion, where the

three links are the body link (foot rotational point to the shoulder), upper arm

(shoulder to elbow) and lower arm (elbow to hand), θ˚ is the angle between the

ground and the body link, α˚ is the angle between the body link and upper arm and

β˚ is the angle between the upper arm and the lower arm (Fig. 2.8). The mass of

the arm is assumed negligible compared to the mass of the body so the behavior of

a
b

*

*
*

A

B

C

D

E

Figure 2.8: Three-link model used for push-up recovery. The robot is divided into
three blocks, the body, upper arm, and lower arm, each of which is modeled as a
rigid link. The upper arm is assumed to be fixed to the body. The two black dashed
lines are the stance leg link and torso link from the post-impact model.
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the robot can be approximated as an inverted pendulum.

To gain the momentum needed to move away from the environment support, the

robot can first bend its elbow to reach an angle β˚min and then stretch the elbow

angle to its initial value β˚ “ 180˝ with a commanded angular velocity 9β˚cmd. In

this paper, we use a heuristic approach to determine this distance range, β˚min and

9β˚cmd. However, this mechanism works under a constraint of the robot tilt angle in

the falling plane. If that angle is beyond a feasible range, the push up will not be

able to generate enough momentum for the robot to recover.

2.5.4 Real-world Experiment

In this section, we present results of applying our hand contact planner in 8 scenarios.

The robot parameters used are shown in Table 2.5, and Table II shows the weight

coefficients and heuristic values used in the experiment.

Table 2.5: Three-link Model Parameters for Real-world Experiment

Mass (kg) Length (m) Moment of Inertia (kg ¨m2)

Leg 0.12 0.125 3.1677e-04
Torso 0.53 0.070 8.8277e-04
Arm 0.05 0.100 4.4271e-05

Table 2.6: Robot State at the Instant of Falling for Real-world Experiment

Problem θ (rad) α (rad) β (rad) 9θ (rad/s) 9α (rad/s) 9β (rad/s)

Vertical a 1.48 2.61 0.52 -0.62 0.19 0.00
Vertical b 1.43 2.59 0.52 -1.09 -0.14 0.00
Table a 1.39 2.60 0.52 -3.22 -0.18 0.00
Table b 1.66 2.89 0.17 -2.71 0.24 0.66
Ground a 1.41 2.65 0.52 -2.41 0.14 0.00
Ground b 1.69 2.96 0.14 -3.24 -0.81 1.85
Push Up a 1.47 2.67 0.52 -0.54 0.14 0.00
Push Up b 1.49 2.62 0.52 -0.55 -0.19 0.00
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Table 2.7: Model-based Optimization Results for Each Experiment

Problem
Comp

Time (ms)
Contact

Time (ms)
Impact (N ¨ s) µfoot µfoot

Optimized
Failure %

Vertical a 23 366 0.184 0.503 0.102 17.04
Vertical b 113 358 0.326 0.804 0.429 98.56
Table a 29 386 0.326 0.338 0.304 13.40
Table b 110 391 0.206 0.226 0.110 0.73

Ground a 144 361 0.494 0.351 0.116 67.32
Ground b 54 385 0.527 0.299 0.269 78.10
Push Up a 119 353 0.191 0.548 0.068 30.76
Push Up b 83 368 0.196 0.527 0.083 23.66

Tab. 2.6. For each robot state, an optimal controller is computed in real-time

to bring the robot into contact with the environment walls. Tab. 2.7 shows the

time for optimization (Comp. time), the time at which contact is made after fall

detection (Contact time), the predicted collision impulse, necessary sticking friction

coefficients at contact points (µfoot and µhand), and optimized probability of failure.

In all cases the computation time is within 150ms and the optimal contact is made

within 400ms. The next four columns of this table show that besides the three

extreme cases (Vertical b, Ground a and Ground b), our optimal controller

manages to confidently reduce the probability that a catastrophic event would occur.

Fig. 2.9, 2.10, and 2.11 illustrate the trace for each experiment. In each example,

the robot is stopped using hand contact with the environment obstacles. Comparing

Vertical a to Vertical b, the robot reaches its hand towards the wall to arrest itself

from falling and reaching is further for walls at further distance. Comparing Table

a and Table b, our method can exploit the flat table surface to stabilize the robot

and extend the falling stabilization strategy to both the sagittal plane and frontal

plane instead of the sole 2-D sagittal plane. Comparing Ground a and Ground b,

our method finds the optimal contact with a bent-over posture in which the robot’s

center of mass remains relatively high above the ground. This result is consistent
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(a) Vertical a: Init (b) Vertical a: Mid (c) Vertical a: End

(d) Vertical b: Init (e) Vertical b: Mid (f) Vertical b: End

(g) Table a: Init (h) Table a: Mid (i) Table a: End

(j) Table b: Init (k) Table b: Mid (l) Table b: End

Figure 2.9: Experiments of optimal controllers for examples Vertical 1 to Table
b.

with prior work on optimal fall mitigation strategy to minimize collision damage.

Push Up a and Push Up b demonstrate that our proposed push-up strategy can

recover the robot to a standing posture and enable the robot to continue on its

previous task interrupted by the push. Fig. 2.11 demonstrates this recovery process.

Fig. 2.12 shows a representative diagram of the timing of when the fall is detected,
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(a) Ground a: Init (b) Ground a: Mid (c) Ground a: End

(d) Ground b: Init (e) Ground b: Mid (f) Ground b: End

Figure 2.10: Experiments of optimal controllers for examples Ground a and
Ground b.

(a) Falling detected (b) Pre-impact contact (c) Stabilization

(d) Elbow bending (e) Elbow releasing (f) Standing posture

Figure 2.11: Representative traces of Push Up a or b case recovery motion
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Figure 2.12: A representative diagram of the timing using Push Up case. Ver-
tical dashed lines denote the timing of when the robot is pushed tpush, when the
fall is detected tfall detected, when the computation of optimal controller is completed
topt-complete and when the contact is established thand contact. Green curves are the
heuristic trajectories used in the pre-impact optimization.

when the pre-heuristic trajectory is executed, and when the optimal trajectory is

executed to demonstrate the real-time nature of the proposed strategy.

2.6 Summary

This chapter presents an efficient motion planner for humanoid fall recovery with

making hand contact with walls and other environmental obstacles for balance re-

covery. It is based on a three-link dynamic model and optimal control principles to

choose a hand contact point. This optimal control approach is designed to maintain

stability while minimizing the risk of damage to the robot and the risk of contacts

slipping. The method works for environmental obstacles of different shapes rang-

ing from vertical walls to flat ground. For the integrated fall recovery system, it is

capable of failure detection, fall stabilization and push-up recovery and it aslo over-

comes several practical challenges regarding computation and communication delays.

Experimental results on the Darwin Mini platform, augmented with additional sen-

sors, show that the proposed falling stabilization system can stabilize the robot with

several walls, environmental obstacles, and falling directions.
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3

Unified Fall Recovery in Arbitrary Environment

Previous chapter introduces an efficient motion planner for fall recovery in cluttered

environment where hand contact is specified to be used. This chapter presents a

multi-contact motion planner which generalizes humanoid fall recovery in both open

and cluttered environment. This planner unifies existing recovery strategies, such

as inertial shaping, protective stepping, and hand contact, and automatically plans

one strategy or a combination of strategies to regain robot’s balance based on its

disturbed state and nearby environment features. This chapter also introduces an

efficient and effective algorithm to generate promising initial seeds for trajectory

optimization. Experiments demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can generate

complex stabilization strategies for a simulated planar robot under varying initial

pushes and environment shapes 1.

1This chapter is reproduced from Shihao Wang and Kris Hauser, “Unified Multi-Contact Fall
Mitigation Planning for Humanoids via Contact Transition Tree Optimization,” in International
Conference on Humanoid Robots, Beijing, China, 2018. This research is supported by NSF grant
NRI #1527826.
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3.1 Introduction

What is the optimal strategy by which a robot should mitigate an impending fall?

The answer to address this question is not straightforward since the planning of

protective strategies depends on many reference variables, such as the magnitude

of external pushes, robot’s kinetic energy at the falling time, nearby environment

features, current contact status and so on. Theoretically speaking, existing strategies,

such as inertial shaping, protective stepping and hand contact, should be able to

mitigate any robot fall damage as long as they are combined in a suitable sequence.

However, these strategies have been considered in isolation and there have been

limited attempts to unify multiple strategies into a single fall mitigation system. As

a result, it still remains to be unclear about how the robot should be to mitigate an

inevitable fall since a reliable high-level planning of protective strategies cannot be

generated. To address this problem. we make the following hypothesis that robot

should always choose the strategy that yields the fastest decrease in kinetic energy.

In order to study this hypothesis, we develop a planning method that simultaneously

generates the contact sequence and optimized whole-body trajectories to achieve a

stabilizing multi-contact trajectory.

This research aims to extend the current framework on simultaneously planning

of contact sequence and robot trajectories with two contributions:

1. A new formulation of planning while searching for contact is proposed. Instead

of directly incorporating the contact sequence into the formulation of a single

optimization problem, we embrace the tree-search idea to conduct the search

for contact sequence layer by layer. In this fashion, each optimization is reduced

to a node connection problem while minimizing a cost function.

2. A seed initialization algorithm is proposed to enable the automatic genera-
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tion of promising initial values for decision variables to be converged to local

optimal.

3.2 Related Work

The problem of balancing a biped or humanoid in response to external disturbance

has been an active topic of research for some time [FKH`06, PCDG06]. Strategies

proposed to address this topic can be classified into two main categories: fixed contact

and contact modification. Fixed contact strategies aim to recover the robot purely

through joint effort to regulate linear and angular momentum, all while maintaining

the current contact state. Two representatives are the ankle strategy and hip strategy

[Ste07][ARW12]. For larger disturbances it is impossible to recover to a stationary

state using joint torques alone. Contact modification strategies reduce momentum

by making contact at the robot extremities, which transfers kinetic energy from the

robot into the environment. Examples of this type of strategy include protective

stepping [SA10a], hand contact [OK07] [MDG`17a], knee contact [JWS12], tripod

posture [YG14a], and contact with accessories such as a backpack [LG11] and walking

sticks [TK16].

Despite the existence of various disturbance recovery strategies, it still remains

unclear which strategy or combination of strategies should be adopted to stabilize

a humanoid if an arbitrary pushed is imposed. Stephens determines the decision

boundary between strategies using a simplified LIPM model [Ste07]. Our proposed

method unifies both fixed contact and contact modification strategies, and can also

devise novel contact sequences. It does so by planning trajectories from the initial

state to minimize kinetic energy via a multi-contact transition tree approach. This

approach is related to other multi-contact planning algorithms, such as manipula-

tion planning in contact configuration space [JX01], multi-modal motion planning

for legged robots [HL10], and robot whole-body transition synthesis using motion
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capture dataset [MBJA15]. However, these approaches only address quasi-static sys-

tems and feasible planning. Our approach is based on a dynamic model of the robot

and uses trajectory optimization to generate state-space paths.

3.3 Method

3.3.1 Contact Transition Tree

Given an initial robot state, initial contact mode, and environment geometry, we wish

to generate a joint space trajectory and contact sequence to stabilize to a stationary

(zero-velocity) state. Our method integrates a high-level tree search, to explore

contact sequences, with trajectory optimization, to plan connecting trajectories and

self-stabilization trajectories.

A feasible fixed-contact trajectory must respect contact constraints of its mode,

as well as dynamic constraints, friction limits, torque limits, and joint limits. Let the

kinetic energy of a state be Ekpxq “
1
2

9qTDpqq 9q. We define a stationary state as one

in which Ekpxq is sufficiently small. Our goal is to produce a multi-contact trajectory

sequence of modes σ0, . . . ,σN and a continuous sequence of N`1 feasible trajectories

starting at x0 and ending at xN . N is not fixed, and there is no restriction on the

terminal contact mode.

To build a feasible multi-contact trajectory, our method incrementally builds

a contact transition tree T , rooted at the initial robot state’s mode, and itera-

tively grows its edges to the most promising stabilizable nodes until a terminal

self-stabilization has been achieved. Each tree node di contains three attributes:

1. Contact mode σpdiq

2. Robot state xpdiq.

3. Self-motion trajectory yselfpdiq
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The self-motion trajectory yselfpdiq, also denoted by yi, is a feasible fixed-contact tra-

jectory at σpdiq starting at xpdiq. In other words, it is an inertial shaping trajectory.

Algorithm 1: Contact transition tree search

Input : Initial state x0, mode σ0, environment map
Output: Mode sequence: pσ0 Ñ σ1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ σNq

Trajectories: py0,1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ yN´1,N Ñ yNq
1 d0 ÐNodepx0,σ0q

2 T Ð d0, F Ð td0}
3 while |F| ą 0 do
4 di Ð Pop(F)
5 yi Ð OptSelfMotionpdiq
6 if yi ‰ nil and EkpEndpyiqq ă εEk then
7 yselfpdiq Ð yi
8 Retrieve path from d0 to di in T
9 return Modes pσ0 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ σiq

10 Paths py0,1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ yi´1,i Ñ yiq

11 end
12 for σj P AdjacentModespσpdiqq do
13 yi,j = OptTransitionMotion(di, σj)
14 if yi,j ‰ nil then
15 xj Ð Endpyi,jq
16 If |σj| ą |σi|, xj Ð ImpactMappxj,σjq
17 dj Ð Nodepxj,σjq
18 Add dj to T as a child of di
19 Store yi,j with eiÑj
20 Add di to F with priority EkpEndpyi,jqq

21 end

22 end

23 end
24 return no solution found

3.3.2 Tree Search and Expansion

The following search procedure is used to grow T . Let F denote the frontier nodes,

which is implemented as a priority queue sorted by increasing kinetic energy.

1. The node with lowest kinetic energy is extracted from F, and a trajectory

optimization will be conducted to calculate yi.
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2. If a stationary endpoint is found, then we are done.

3. Otherwise, the algorithm continues to expand to neighboring contact modes

by attempting to find feasible trajectories to those modes.

4. Each successful connection to a neighbor is added as a new edge in T , and each

neighboring node is added to F.

Specifically, our algorithm uses a greedy approach in which each trajectory op-

timization attempts to minimize the kinetic energy of the endpoint. This approach

tries to eliminate kinetic energy from the initial robot state as quickly as possible,

which limits the amount of search needed to find a solution.

Algorithm 1 illustrates the details of tree search and expansion procedure. Lines

5–11 attempt to stop the robot at the current contact mode via a self motion. If

the optimization succeeds and the kinetic energy at the end point is within a small

tolerance εEk , we are done. The result traces back from this leaf node to the root

node to extract the solution contact sequence and single-contact trajectory sequence.

Lines 12-22 validate the connectivity to child nodes using optimization. If no further

feasible paths can be found (Line 24), the algorithm terminates with failure.

The main computational tasks are undertaken by two subroutines:

• OptSelfMotion optimizes a robot stabilization trajectory at the contact mode

σ of node di.

• OptTransitionMotion optimizes a transition trajectory from node di to node

dchild.

These will be described in more detail below.

The following minor subroutines are also used:

• Pop takes out the node with the minimum kinetic energy among other nodes

in the Frontier F.
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• Node creates a node at a given robot state and contact mode.

• End returns the robot state at the end of a trajectory.

• AdjacentModes produces the list of neighbouring contact modes that differ

from σ by exactly one change of contact. Fig. 3.1 illustrates a representative

node expansion example where each hand/foot contact can be modified to

produce 4 adjacent nodes.

• ImpactMap calculates the post-impact robot state resulting from impact map-

ping (Eqn. 1.13).

For each edge eiÑj from di to dj, the nodes may differ by exactly one limb

in contact. Each edge also stores a transition trajectory yij starting at xpdiq and

terminating in xpdjq. A transition trajectory must satisfy the constraints of σi. If

the mode switch σi Ñ σj removes a contact, then the final state must satisfy the

dynamic constraints of σj, specifically, that there are valid forces at the contacts

active in σj. If the mode switch adds a contact, then the final state must satisfy the

kinematic contact conditions of σj

Figure 3.1: Illustrating the mode adjacency diagram. From two-foot contact mode
LF/RF (center), the robot can switch to one-foot modes LF and RF (left) and two
three-contact modes LF/RF/LH and LF/RF/RH (right).
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3.3.3 Trajectory Optimization: Stabilization and Transition

Trajectory optimization is central to our method, and we use a direct collocation

method that uses a high-accuracy spline representation [PKT16]. As an objective

function we minimize the kinetic energy at the end state of the trajectory. We

also develop a custom trajectory initialization that works well in practice. Both

OptSelfMotion and OptTransitionMotion, use the same underlying method with

only small modifications.

Direct collocation

The variables to be optimized are the time duration T and trajectories of the robot

state, control and contact force. After the transcription of these continuous trajecto-

ries at Nd equally distributed knot points with timestep h “ T
Nd´1

, we formulate this

trajectory optimization into a non-linear programming (NLP) problem. The inputs

to the NLP are timestep h, discretized robot state px1, ...,xNdq, control (u1, ...,uNd)

and contact force pλ1, ...,λNdq.

Due to second-order nature of the robot dynamical system and the holonomic

constraints on contact position and velocity, using classic first-order Euler integration

to update the robot state tends to cause numerical difficulties. This drawback can

be avoided by approximating the robot state and control/contact force trajectories

as implicit cubic splines and piecewise linear functions, respectively. A third-order

integration accuracy Oph3q has been reported with this spline choice [PKT16]. The

construction of implicit cubic splines is associated with the system kinematics and

dynamics. For a representative position variable qi, its cubic spline path within a

timestep can be expressed

qipsq “ aps
3
` bps

2
` cps` dp, s P r0, 1s (3.1)

The position qipsq and its first time derivative dqipsq
dt

should match the robot state at
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both edges pxi,xi`1q. These matching conditions solve the four unknowns in qipsq

and any intermediate point can be then interpolated. However, the same methodol-

ogy cannot be used to calculate the cubic spline coefficients of the velocity variable

9qipsq since the first order derivative of 9qipsq, acceleration, is not a variable to be

optimized. As a result, we have to adopt a different approach to get its cubic spline.

At sequential knots, states pxi,xi`1q, controls pui,ui`1q and contact forces pλi,

λi`1q are optimization variables. Instead of enforcing the dynamics constraint (1.9)

inside the optimization solver, we directly make use of this constraint to calculate

the acceleration determined under the current set of robot state, control and contact

force. With accelerations now available at both knots, the cubic spline coefficients

of 9qipsq can be computed.

The guaranteed satisfaction of the dynamics constraints at knot points enable

us to add a collocation point in the middle position (s “ 0.5) to further decrease

the dynamics violation within this interval. With the approximation of the control

and contact force to be linear function, their interpolated value at the mid-point

is the average of the edge values umid “
ui`ui`1

2
, λmid “

λi`λi`1

2
. Together with

the interpolated robot position qmid, velocity 9qmid and acceleration :qmid, a dynamics

constraint is imposed at this collocation point

Dpqmidq:qmid ` Cpqmid, 9qmidq `Gpqmidq “

Jpqmidq
Tλmid `Bumid

(3.2)

By matching the cubic spline to the real trajectory at both knots and collocation, the

dynamics constraint violation along this spline is significantly reduced. To get rid

of the difficulty in formulating the undifferentiable self-collision avoidance constraint

in 3 dimension environment, we assume at this stage the robot locomotion is in its

sagittal plane. In addition, we constrain the relative distances of robot’s internal

joints to be always strictly away from the environmental features such that contact
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can only be made at robot’s hands and feet.

The overall NLP that is solved is

minimize
h,x1,...,xNd ,u1,...,uNd ,λ1,...,λNd

EkpxNdq

subject to p1.8q, p1.9q, p1.10q, p1.11q, p1.12q, p1.13q, p3.2q

(3.3)

which we solve using the SNOPT library [GMS02].

3.3.4 Optimal Seed Initialization

An initial guess is needed for the NLP solver to find a feasible and high-quality

solution. This is a nontrivial challenge. Our algorithm actually uses multiple initial

guesses of increasing duration. For each duration, a smooth parabolic spline that

obeys the initial and terminal constraints is generated. We try solving the NLP

when seeded from each of these initial guesses, and terminate when the first feasible

solution is found.

For a given duration guess Ti, the initial guess satisfies the kinematic transition

constraint and minimizes the violation of the dynamics constraint at each knot point.

This procedure is as follows:

1. Take x0 “ rqT0 , 9qT0 s
T as a starting point and compute a reference goal con-

figuration qref by assuming that 9q0 linearly decreases to zero at Ti so qref “

q0 ` 9q0Ti `
1
2

:qrefT
2
i where :qref “ ´

9q0
Ti

.

2. Project qref back to the constraint manifold to get the goal configuration qg

and construct a parabolic curve with duration Ti starting at q0 and ending at

qg, with initial velocity 9q0.

3. Discretize the parabolic spline into n segments and interpolate the configura-

tion, velocity and acceleration at edges (knots) of the segments.
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4. For each knot point, compute the left hand side of dynamics equation (1.9).

Solve for u and λ in least squares fashion by multiplying the l.h.s. by the

pseudo-inverse of
“

B, Jσpqq
T
‰

where Jσpqq is the Jacobian matrix of active

contacts in the post-impact contact mode σ.

The trajectory duration Ti directly affects the acceleration of the parabolic curve.

Smaller values of Ti generally yield larger accelerations, and hence more extreme

control and contact forces. We uniformly explore a range of durations T bounded

between rTmin, Tmaxs, divided uniformly into Ntot points. Our optimizer explores

these options via brute force under increasing duration Ti until a feasible solution

has been found or all options are exhausted.

3.4 Examples

We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method with a simulated planar model

of the HRP-2 robot under varying initial disturbed robot states and environment

shapes. All experiments are conducted on a 64-bit Intel Quad-Core i7 2.50GHz

workstation with 8GB RAM. The computational time in solving the NLP takes

around 3 „ 5 min given a suitable initial seed. Robot parameters and optimization

coefficients used in our experiment are listed in Tab. 3.1.

Table 3.1: Parameters used in multi-contact experiments

System Parameters Optimization Coefficients Tolerances

n 13 Tmin 0.25 s εEk 0.1 J
m 10 Tmax 3.5 s εct 0.025 m
l 12 Ntot 40
µ 0.35 Nd 8
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Multi-Contact Fall Mitigation

This subsection demonstrates the capability of the proposed algorithm to generate

complex multi-contact stabilization strategies in different environments.

Fig. 3.2 shows the contact transition tree produced by our algorithm with a large

85J disturbance on flat ground. There is no stabilizing self-motion trajectory with

either 0, 1, or 2 contact switches, so the tree is expanded until it finds a solution

at depth 3. The optimal contact sequence for this case is: protective stepping +

two-hand contact + inertial shaping.

Fig. 3.3 shows the contact transition tree produced for the robot pushed toward

a vertical wall with an initial two-foot contact mode. There are no self-motion

trajectories at depth 0, but it finds a solution using hand contact, yielding a contact

sequence Left Foot + Right FootÑLeft Foot + Right Foot + Left Hand.

90.18 J

134.20 J

62.78 J

85 J

194. 24 J

210.98 J

8.87 J

45.56 J

16.02 J

<0.1 J

Figure 3.2: Contact transition tree on flat ground, starting from initial kinetic
energy 85 J. Solution takes a protective step, makes ground contact with both hands
and uses inertia shaping to achieve a terminal stabilization.

Change of Strategy with Increasing Initial Energy

This subsection demonstrates how our algorithm can explore the change in fall miti-

gation strategy necessary to handle pushes of increasing severity. We choose 8 initial
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32 J

11.72 J

23.11 J

< 0.1 J

Figure 3.3: Contact transition tree with vertical wall, yielding a hand contact
strategy.

states whose kinetic energies increase in an evenly spaced pattern all the way up to

the extreme case.

1. Ekpx0q “ 10 J, 20 J: The robot is able to dampen its momentum with inertial

shaping, so its contact transition tree has only a single node (Fig. 3.4).

2. Ekpx0q “ 30 J, 40 J, 50 J: Inertial shaping cannot stabilize the robot, and pro-

tective stepping is needed (Fig. 3.5).

10 J
<0.1 J

Figure 3.4: Inertial shaping with initial kinetic energy 10 J.
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77.73 J

118.63 J

40.39 J

30 J

<0.1 J
Figure 3.5: Protective stepping with initial kinetic energy 30 J.

158.21 J

163.75 J

68.71 J

12.15 J

26.97 J

60.19 J

<0.1 J

55 J

Figure 3.6: Protective stepping, hand contact and inertial shaping with initial
kinetic energy 55 J.
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3. Ekpx0q “ 60 J, 70 J, 80 J: Neither inertial shaping nor protective stepping are

sufficient. For these cases, our algorithm explores until depth 2, where hand

contact enables successful stabilization. The contact transition trees for these

cases are similar to Fig. 3.6.

Fig. 3.7 lists the kinetic energy trajectories for all eight cases. All KE at ending time

have been reduced to zero.
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Figure 3.7: Kinetic energy trajectories with initial KE varying from 10 J to 80 J

In addition, we further test the proposed algorithm in one extreme case where

the initial kinetic energy is greater than 150 J. When the initial Ekpx0q is extremely

large, the planning of optimal contact sequence will fail to plan the stabilization

strategies. This failure is due to constraints on the joint torque bounds and contact

force feasibility. When the joint torque is not larger enough to maintain the contact

holonomic constraints on position and velocity, the supportive normal contact force

will need to be negative to drag the contact point on the contact surface. This

negative contact force violates its feasibility constraints, thus preventing the optimal

solution being computed.
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3.5 Summary

This chapter introduces a generalized motion planner for humanoid fall recovery

which existing strategies, such as inertial shaping, protective stepping, and hand

contact strategies, will be automatically synthesized for fall stabilization. The plan-

ner optimizes both the contact sequence and the robot state trajectories using a

contact transition tree search. A greedy minimization of kinetic energy tends to

find solutions with few contact changes and very little backtracking. An efficient

method to generate initial seeds for trajectory optimization facilitates convergence.

Experiments demonstrate show that our proposed algorithm can generate complex

stabilization strategies for a simulated humanoid under varying initial pushes and

environment shapes.

Despite the fact that each self or transition optimization takes approximate 3 „ 5

min provided promising initial seeds, much more training data can still be gathered.

Then we would like to resort to a machine learning approach to learn the control

policy which should be generalized enough for arbitrary fall mitigation.
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4

Online Calibration for Autonomous Vehicle’s
Longitudinal Dynamical System

This chapter presents an efficient online calibration system for longitudinal vehicle

dynamics of driverless cars. Instead of modeling vehicle’s longitudinal dynamical

system analytically, a data-driven method is employed to generate an “end-to-end”

numerical model with a look-up table which saves vehicle’s velocity, control com-

mand, and acceleration. This reference table should be calibrated to account for

variations of vehicle’s hardware status over time. To reduce the expensive labor

in calibration process, an effective algorithm is proposed to update this reference

look-up table with a Gaussian model approach. A 2-D Gaussian distribution is in-

troduced to model acceleration error between interpolated one from look-up table and

actual one from vehicle sensors.Gaussian model’s standard deviations is estimated

with a “three-sigma rule” heuristic and its height is calculated with a backtracking

method such that monotonicity constraint between acceleration and control com-

mand is strictly satisfied in the updated table. The effectiveness of the proposed
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system is verified in real-world road tests with Lincoln MKZ 1.

4.1 Introduction

Autonomous vehicles have received ever-increasing attention in recent years because

of their potentials to decrease traffic congestion and fatal accidents, improve produc-

tivity and efficiency of the driving time, and serve as transportation tools accessi-

ble to anyone at anytime [SAMR18]. These expectations correspond to level 4 or

higher driving automation from Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) and many

companies and research institutes have been studying and developing strategies to

elevate levels of autonomy of existing vehicles [SAE18]. A fully autonomous vehicle

should typically be equipped with two main sub-systems: (1). perception system

for state estimation, obstacle detection and traffic-sign recognition (2). decision-

making system for motion planning, path selection and vehicle control in lateral and

longitudinal directions [PCY`16, BGC`19]. These intelligent systems enable self-

driving cars to navigate themselves in complex environments with static and moving

obstacles, and reason in a human-level reliability to deal with unpredictable traf-

fic situations. Though promising results have been demonstrated in recent works

[FSRea13, TKZS16, URR`17, FCAF17], the ability to generalize to complex traf-

fic scenarios with many neighboring vehicles are yet to be achieved. Among all

the challenges remained to be solved, this paper contributes an effective algorithm

to vehicle’s decision-making system by increasing the low-level control accuracy of

vehicle’s longitudinal dynamical system.

Given a standard hierarchical planning and control framework, a reference state

trajectory xrefptq is calculated after planning for route, path, and vehicle motion. This

1This chapter is reproduced from Shihao Wang, Canqiang Deng, Qingjie Qi and Tongyi Cao,
“Efficient Online Calibration for Autonomous Vehicle’s Longitudinal Dynamical System: A Gaus-
sian Model Approach”, submitted, IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation,
Oct 2020
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reference denotes vehicle’s desired state in time horizon and stabilizing controller will

be synthesized for trajectory tracking. Existing approaches have used feedback lin-

earization [DLOS98], model predictive control [BGR04, FBA`07], nonlinear control

[HTMT07], feedback-feedforward control [KG15] to regulate vehicle’s motion to its

reference path. However, the gap between the kinematic or dynamic model used in

these methods and vehicle’s actual dynamical system makes it difficult to accurately

convert high-level control signal into low-level control command (throttle/brake).

Furthermore, the fact that conditions in both vehicle and road vary over time re-

quires frequent system identification and calibration to be conducted where each task

takes considerable manual labour and time [SRMMK13, DPP15]. To facilitate the

conversion from high-level control policy to low-level throttle/brake command and

maintain an efficient lifelong model calibration without valuable human labor, we

first employ an offline data-driven approach to implicitly model vehicle’s longitudi-

nal dynamical system with a look-up table. This table connects vehicle’s velocity,

control command to its corresponding acceleration and enables a bijective mapping

between control command and acceleration under fixed speed. Then an online cal-

ibration algorithm is proposed to update this reference table according to vehicle’s

actual information at runtime. We model as a 2-D Gaussian model acceleration error

between interpolated one from look-up table and actual one from vehicle’s on-board

sensors. Model’s standard deviations are estimated with a “three-sigma rule” and its

height is calculated with a backtracking method such that monotonicity constraint

between control command and acceleration remains satisfied in the updated look-up

table. By incorporating this calibration algorithm on-the-fly, autonomous vehicle is

able to adjust its reference look-up table using its actual dynamical information and

experiments in real-world road-tests demonstrate that our proposed online calibra-

tion module effectively decreases vehicle’s longitudinal position error by 40% after

few laps on test road.
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4.2 Related Work

Our proposed system focuses vehicle system identification and calibration. Many

related strategies have been proposed to address these topics.

Vehicle model plays an essential role in decision-making system of self-driving

cars and model accuracy dramatically influences the performance of vehicle’s con-

trol system. While kinematic model is generally adopted for vehicle in relatively

low-speed scenarios, dynamic model should be considered to describe vehicle mo-

tions at high-speed [YWZ`09, YLL13]. Depending on the principles used to identify

vehicle’s dynamical system, existing approaches can be categorized into two classes

: physics-based modeling and data-driven-based modeling. The first class of mod-

eling methods embraces classical mechanics as their fundamental rules and derives

explicit equations of motion of vehicle’s translational and rotational dynamics with

Newton–Euler equations [Raj06, Jaz09, Pac12]. This type of models captures vehi-

cle’s dynamical behaviors with deterministic parameters and provides convenience

to model-based controller design and vehicle simulation due to their closed-form ex-

pressions. Even though these modeling techniques have obvious advantages resulting

from their simplicity and conciseness, they suffer from the difficulty in determining

values of physical parameters. A full dynamics model requires a number of parame-

ters to be predetermined to take into consideration of tire-road contact, vehicle pow-

ertrain, aerodynamics, engine dynamics, etc. However, some of them are not directly

measurable and the estimation of their values needs introducing additional nonlinear

regression models, which makes the symbolic dynamics expression no longer sim-

ple [Ray95, JRA02, Bes10]. To circumvent the above limitations, researchers have

proposed data-driven-based approaches for system modeling and identification of au-

tomated vehicles [SSA08]. Strategies such as extended Kalman-filter method [LW07],

prediction error method [AUKC08], predictor-based subspace identification [GBZ15],
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feed-forward neural networks [SBK`19], and deep-learning based on Koopman oper-

ator method [XZX`20] have demonstrated their powerful abilities in approximating

highly nonlinear system dynamics. However, their poor interpretability, difficulty

in generalization and unknown model sensitivity make them challenging to be em-

ployed as industry-level approaches. To address these issues, we propose a specialized

data-driven method to generate an “end-to-end” vehicle model with an interpretable

look-up table. This table saves vehicle’s velocity, control command, and acceleration

and can be visualized as a set of 3-D points which can be straightforwardly explained.

The non-deterministic characteristics of vehicle’s parameters suggest model cal-

ibration to be conducted for error correction. To decrease the expensive human

labor in vehicle calibration process, online model adjustment techniques have been

proposed to address several relevant aspects. Tafner presents a robust parameter es-

timation method for a simplified roll dynamics with sliding mode concepts [TRH14].

Seegmiller proposes an automatic calibration method to model the perturbative ve-

hicle behaviors on arbitrary terrains [SRMMK11]. The most relevant work to our

online calibration method is Baidu Apollo’s auto-calibration system where an offline

look-up table is initially generated with a three-layer feedforward neural network

and then this whole reference table is adjusted with a customized damping approach

[ZMX`18]. Though sharing a similar system structure, our technique has the follow-

ing advantages:

• calibration region: Instead of a “global” calibration, our method divides the

reference look-up table into two sub-regions to separate accelerations effected

by throttle and brake, and adaptively calibrates a “local” area of the sub-region

based on a customized percentage parameter. This transition from “global” to

“local” significantly reduces the computational time and makes our approach

sufficient for real-time implementation.
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• updated rule: Apollo introduces a customized similarity evaluation function

to calculate the updated value of every point in look-up table where a number

of parameters should be carefully tuned. However, our method adopts a 2-D

Gaussian model to describe error distribution of acceleration with only few

parameters to be determined.

• constraint satisfaction: Our method adopts a backtracking strategy to it-

eratively search feasible solutions for constraint satisfaction while Apollo’s ap-

proach lacks the ability to deal with constraint violation.

4.3 Offline Look-up Table Generation

We adopt a data-driven-based approach to build an “end-to-end” numerical model of

vehicle’s longitudinal dynamical system. This numerical model is constructed into a

3-D look-up table whose dimensionalities are vehicle’s control command, speed, and

acceleration. The reason behind this choice is twofold: (1). Among all the variables

that influence vehicle’s acceleration, control command and velocity are no doubt the

dominant ones [Raj06]. (2). By limiting the number of features to be 2, a mapping

function fpc, vq Ñ a will be constructed where c, v and a denote vehicle’s longitudinal

control command, speed, and acceleration, respectively. Enumerations along c and

v generate a 3-D surface whose shape is intuitive and interpretable (Please refer to

Fig. 4.6b).

Procedures for look-up table construction are as follows:

1. Feasible range estimation of control command and speed

• Command range is estimated with two steps: Firstly, vehicle’s control

command range is normalized to be c P p´1, 1q where c ą 0 and c ă 0

stand for throttle and brake, respectively. Secondly, throttle and brake’s
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deadzones are measured by human engineers and command’s feasible

range is then divided to be c P p´1, cbrakeq Y pcthrottle, 1q where vehicle

is non-responsive to applied pedal if c P rcbrake, cthrottles.

• Speed range is estimated according to vehicle’s speed limit from its usual

work zone v P r0, vmaxs .

2. Data collection of vehicle’s speed and acceleration

After a uniform-grid discretization of command range to be of size Nbrake and

Nthrottle separately, we collect data of vehicle’s velocity and acceleration trajec-

tories under constant control command:

• For sampled c P p´1, cbrakeq, we first accelerate vehicle’s speed to be vmax

and then switch control command to be c to record v and a until vehicle

stops.
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Figure 4.1: 2-D slices of 3-D look-up table along command dimension where x axis
is speed and y axis is acceleration. Negative and positive cmd denote brake and throttle,
respectively and zero cmd (Fig. 4.1c) is the behavior of vehicle’s natural dynamics.
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• For sampled c P pcthrottle, 1q, vehicle is initially set to be static and then

accelerates with c until v ě vmax.

3. Acceleration correction with pitch angle

Due to the existence of unevenness of the ground, vehicle’s pitch angle θ will

vary during the data collection process. This pitch angle adds ground pro-

jection of gravitational acceleration to longitudinal acceleration and its effect

should be cancelled from the measured acceleration: a “ a˚´g sinpθq where a˚

is the measured acceleration and g “ 9.81m{s2. Illustrative v ´ a trajectories

are presented in Fig. 4.1.

4. Reference table generation with slicing velocities

After collecting vehicle’s velocity and corrected acceleration trajectories under

fixed control commands, we evenly discretize speed range to be Nspeed points

and generate reference look-up table by slicing trajectories along speed grid.

Fig. 4.2 illustrates several velocity slices from look-up table where a strictly

monotonic relationship is satisfied between control command and acceleration.

This monotonic relationship between c and a allows a bijective mapping between

low-level control command and acceleration and this property makes our look-up

table approach suitable for both offline simulation fpc, vq Ñ a and online control

f´1pa, vq Ñ c.

4.4 Online Look-up Table Calibration

The reference look-up table describes vehicle’s dynamical relationships between its

speed, control command and acceleration and should be calibrated to account for

variations of vehicle conditions, such as changes in car engine’s performance or dif-

ferent vehicles with similar specifications. With actual measurements available from
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Figure 4.2: 2-D slices of 3-D look-up table along speed dimension where x and y denote
control command and acceleration, respectively. Red curve is brake (cmd ă 0) and blue
curve (cmd ą 0) is throttle. The gap between these two curves is the effect from deadzones
whose acceleration is marked with red dot (cmd “ 0).

car’s on-board sensors, this reference table should be adjusted to minimize acceler-

ation error between table’s interpolated value and actual value from sensor reading.

For this purpose, we introduce a 2-D Gaussian model to describe distribution of ac-

celeration error on cˆv plane and adopt a backtracking method to calculate model’s

height A such that acceleration error is reduced and the monotonic constraint is sat-

isfied in the updated table. Note that we employ a “three-sigma-rule” to calculate

model’s standard deviations σc and σv in a local region whose size is chosen by area

percentage γ P p0, 1s.

We define a list of notations to facilitate the following discussion of the proposed

online calibration algorithm:

• round to nearest integer operator r¨s : RÑ Z

• cp¨q : ZÑ R and vp¨q : ZÑ R evaluate control command and speed at certain
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Algorithm 2: Online Calibration Algorithm

Input : Reference look-up table fp¨, ¨q, actual measurement
x˚ “ pc˚, v˚, a˚q, area percentage γ, learning rate η

Output: Updated look-up table f˚p¨, ¨q
1 if c˚ ă 0 then
2 ncmd Ð rγNbrakes, c’s range is p´1, cbrakeq
3 else
4 ncmd Ð rγNthrottles, c’s range is pcthrottle, 1q
5 end
6 nspeed Ð rγNspeeds, v’s range is r0, vmaxs

7 flocalp¨, ¨q, C, VÐ updated region selpncmd, nspeed, c
˚, v˚, fp¨, ¨qq

8 AÐ η ¨ pa˚ ´ fpc˚, v˚qq
9 σc, σv Ð standard deviation calpC,V, c˚, v˚, fp¨, ¨qq

10 A˚ Ð backtrackingpA, σc, σv,C,V, flocalp¨, ¨qq
11 if A˚ ‰ 0 then
12 f˚p¨, ¨q Ð table updatepA˚, σc, σv,C,V, fp¨, ¨qq
13 return f˚p¨, ¨q

14 end
15 return fp¨, ¨q

grid index, respectively.

• fp¨, ¨q : look-up table struct whose members include cbrake, cthrottle, vmax, Nbrake,

Nthrottle and Nspeed, and methods contain cp¨q and vp¨q.

• Within cˆ v region to be updated, set of control command indices is denoted

as C and set of speed indices set is denoted as V.

Alg. 2 illustrates the details of calibration algoirthm:

• Lines 1–6 distinguishes control command from actual measurement to be throt-

tle or brake and computes sizes of command grid and speed grid to be updated

according to area percentage parameter γ. The introduction of γ allows a local

region of trust to be customized where a bigger γ updates a larger area which

takes longer computational time while a smaller γ takes less elements for value

adjustment but can cause table’s overall geometric shape to be not smooth

resulting from local “bump”s.
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Algorithm 3: Standard Deviation Calculation

Input : Sets of command index C and speed index V, actual command c˚

and speed v˚, and reference look-up table fp¨, ¨q
Output: Standard deviations σc and σv

1 dc Ð 0, dv Ð 0
2 for i P C and j P V do
3 cÐ cpiq, and dc Ð |c´ c˚| if dc ď |c´ c

˚|

4 v Ð vpjq, and dv Ð |v ´ v˚| if dv ď |v ´ v
˚|

5 end

6 σc Ð
dc
3
, σv Ð

dv
3

7 return σc, σv

• Line 7 adaptively selects the region to be updated from actual measurement

and grid number ncmd and nspeed. The center of this rectangle is located at

pc˚, v˚q and its width and length in index level should be ncmd and nspeed. We

denote this local table as flocalp¨, ¨q and it occupies a closed rectangular space

on c ˆ v plane. This rectangular area will not always be in the interior of

feasible ranges of control command and speed, and its width or length must be

truncated to match the overlapped region if it is noninclusive to feasible ranges

of command and speed.

• Line 8 initializes Gaussian model’s height A with a scaled acceleration difference

between actual acceleration a˚ and interpolated acceleration fpc˚, v˚q.

• Line 9 calculates standard deviations used for 2-D Gaussian model with “three-

sigma-rule” heuristic [Puk94]. Details of this subroutine are illustrated in

Alg. 3.

• Line 10 conducts backtracking to calculate 2-D Gaussian model’s height A˚

given its initial value A and standard deviations σc and σv. We denote Gaussian

function’s dependence on height in superscript and express its formula to be

GA
pc, vq “ A expp´p

pc´ c˚q2

2σ2
c

`
pv ´ v˚q2

2σ2
v

qq (4.1)
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where c “ cpiq, v “ vpjq, @i P C and @j P V. To assert that acceleration re-

mains a monotonic function of control command after adding this Gaussian

offset function to flocalp¨, ¨q, an iterative procedure will be conducted to back-

track A’s value by multiplying a scale coefficient s P p0, 1q. With the increment

of iterations, Gaussian model’s height will decrease exponentially. Since orig-

inal flocalp¨, ¨q is monotonic between control command and acceleration, our

algorithm is guaranteed to produce a feasible updated table (Alg. 4).

• Line 11-14 calibrates original look-up table by adding this Gaussian distribution

to the local area of fp¨, ¨q where table update’s detail is similar to Alg. 4’s

Line 4-10.

Algorithm 4: Backtracking Algorithm

Input : Initial height A, standard deviations σc and σv, sets of command
index C and speed index V and local look-up table flocalp¨, ¨q

Output: Calibrated model height A˚

1 Iter Ð 0, A˚ Ð A
2 while Iter ă IterMax do
3 f temp

local p¨, ¨q Ð flocalp¨, ¨q
4 for i P C do
5 cÐ cpiq
6 for j P V do
7 v Ð vpjq

8 f temp
local pc, vq `“ GA˚

pc, vq (4.1)

9 end

10 end

11 if f temp
local p¨, jq is entry-wise monotonic @j P V then

12 return A˚

13 else
14 A˚ Ð s ¨ A˚

15 Iter `“ 1

16 end

17 end
18 return 0
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4.5 Sensor Data Processing

Our calibration algorithm (Alg. 2) takes vehicle’s runtime measurement x˚ “ pc˚, v˚, a˚q

as nominal value and adapts reference look-up table in compliance with differences

between a˚ and fpc˚, v˚q. x˚ has 3 elements and their values can be easily measured

from car sensors. However, these raw sensor readings are not directly applicable

for real-time calibration because of sensor noise and signal’s time delay. As a re-

sult, sensor data processing is applied for data refinement before using x˚ for table

calibration.

4.5.1 Noise Filtering

Control command c˚, speed v˚ and longitudinal acceleration a˚ are measured from

controller area network (CAN bus), global navigation satellite system (GNSS), and

inertial measurement unit (IMU), respectively. To filter the high frequency noise from

these measurements, low-pass butterworth filter is implemented for signal smoothing.

We denote filter’s order with n and cut-off frequency with f , and introduce filters

for throttle, brake, speed and acceleration whose specifications are pnthrottle, fthrottleq,

pnbrake, fbrakeq , pnspeed, fspeedq, pnacc, faccq and pnpitch, fpitchq. One existing issue of

signal processing with non-predictive filters is “phase shift” where a fixed period of

time is needed to determine what filtered signal should be. A practical strategy to

resolve this issue is to first store these trajectories for a certain amount of time and

then conduct filtering in both forward and backward directions to result in zero-phase

shift trajectories.

4.5.2 Time Shifting

We define response delay δthrottle and δbrake to be the time that vehicle takes to ac-

celerate or decelerate in response to driver’s control command in throttle or brake

[AK06]. This delay causes misalignment between control command and acceleration
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because acceleration trajectory should be shifted forward in time to match its cor-

responding control command. To calculate this response delay, a cross-correlation

problem is formulated. Take throttle for example:

max
δthrottle

||apt` δthrottleq ¨ cthrottleptq||
2
2

0 ď δthrottle ď ∆

(4.2)

where aptq and cthrottleptq are prerecorded trajectories and ∆ is an upper bound

of time delay. Since response delay is vehicle’s inherent characteristic and can be

considered to be time-invariant, this allows us to pre-compute it offline and then use

it for online time shifting. By discretizing δthrottle’s range into a number of points,

a brute force method is used to find the argument of the maximum. Visualizations

of time shifting in acceleration trajectories for throttle and brake are illustrated in

Fig. 4.3.

4.6 Examples

We evaluate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method with two main

sets of experiments. The first set of experimentation shows that our method ef-
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Figure 4.3: Plots of response delay in throttle (a) and brake (b) where acceleration tra-
jectories are shifted forward to align with command trajectories. It is obvious that this time
adjustment improves cross-correlation between acceleration and command trajectories.
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Table 4.1: Experimental Parameters

Algorithm Parameters Filter Coeffs

cthrottle 0.15 Nthrottle 18 nthrottle 2 fthrottle 10 Hz
cbrake -0.19 Nbrake 15 nbrake 3 fbrake 10 Hz
vmax 30.5 m{s Nspeed 306 nspeed 2 fspeed 25 Hz
γ 0.5 η 0.001 nacc 2 facc 25 Hz

δthrottle 0.35 s δbrake 0.15 s npitch 2 fpitch 10 Hz
IterMax 25 s 0.1

fectively increases longitudinal control accuracy with real-world road tests and the

second sets of experiment demonstrates that our calibration algorithm robustly re-

duces acceleration discrepancies even though intentionally incorrect reference tables

are given. We collect vehicle data with Lincoln MKZ vehicle and implement our ap-

proach on a 64-bit Intel 12-Core i7 2.60GHz laptop with 16GB RAM. Experimental

parameters are listed in Tab. 4.1 and online calibration procedure takes less than

0.5ms.

4.6.1 Longitudinal Control Accuracy Evaluation

This subsection demonstrates the capability of our proposed method to effectively

improve vehicle’s longitudinal control accuracy. Given road test path as shown in

Figure 4.4: Representative road-test path which includes traffic lights, stop signs,
sharp turns, U-turn, unprotected turn, and highway. Red line denotes the road where
position error comparison is conducted. Picture source: Map data c©2020 Google
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Figure 4.5: Trajectories of longitudinal position errors from road tests where their
origins are shifted manually to ensure the alignment of geometric shapes.

Fig. 4.4 and a reference look-up table whose calibration was conducted several months

ago, we evaluate the improvement of control accuracy with analyzing vehicle’s lon-

gitudinal position error. This position error epptq “ p˚ptq ´ pptq is measured from a

comparison between vehicle’s planned position p˚ptq with its current position pptq.

Firstly, original position error trajectory is collected along the whole path with

the given reference look-up table. Then, we activate the online calibration module

and save position error trajectories for a total of 5 laps around this path. We compare

position error along a segment (red line in Fig. 4.4 whose traffic situations remain

steady during these 6 continuous tests. Fig. 4.5 illustrates trajectories of longitudinal

position errors from our road tests and its performance analysis in terms of average

position error (APE) and error percentage decrease (EPD) is shown in Tab. 4.2.

Table 4.2: Longitudinal Position Error Results

original 1 2 3 4 5

APE(m) 1.013 0.891 0.703 0.624 0.598 0.581

EPD(%) 12.0 30.6 38.4 40.9 42.6
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It is obvious that vehicle’s longitudinal error decreases consistently until it reaches

a lower bound with our online calibration module and a more than 40% accuracy

improvement is achieved after 5 laps’ calibration.

4.6.2 Reference Table Acceleration Error Evaluation

In addition to online adjustment, our method can also be adopted in an “offline”

fashion. Given vehicle’s data collected from actual road tests, our proposed algorithm

robustly minimizes acceleration errors even though intentionally incorrect reference

tables are given

Given 10 road test data and 3 reference look-up tables, we compare results of

without/with calibration algorithm. Each road test data is collected along paths

similar to Fig. 4.4. Among these 3 tables, Table 1 is a standard reference look-up

table and we then intentionally add `{´1.0m{s2 to Table 1’s acceleration dimension

to generated offsetted Table 2 and Table 3.

For each road-test data, we randomly allocate 75% for calibration and 25% for

test, and quantitative results using mean absolute error (MAE) are illustrated in

Table 4.3: Reference Table Acceleration Error Results

Case Table1 Table1˚ Table2 Table2˚ Table3 Table3˚

1 0.112 0.086 0.933 0.610 1.085 0.608
2 0.127 0.084 0.925 0.495 1.119 0.807
3 0.107 0.091 0.932 0.477 1.063 0.698
4 0.114 0.093 0.960 0.611 1.056 0.586
5 0.133 0.080 0.922 0.546 1.096 0.643
6 0.123 0.112 0.911 0.701 1.095 0.698
7 0.117 0.087 0.953 0.610 1.081 0.564
8 0.120 0.075 0.945 0.572 1.052 0.869
9 0.112 0.098 0.968 0.641 1.025 0.736
10 0.144 0.132 0.966 0.584 1.000 0.635

Avg 0.119 0.093 0.942 0.585 1.067 0.684

EPD(%) 21.8 37.9 35.9
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(a) Visualization of reference look-up table (blue dots), actual car readings (red dots) and
look-up table after online calibration (green dots).

(b) Visualization of reference look-up table (blue surface) and updated look-up ta-
ble (green surface).

Figure 4.6: A representative comparison between reference look-up table and updated
look-up table after calibration. Here, x, y axes are speed and command, respectively and
z axis is acceleration. Given vehicle’s actual readings in red dots, our algorithm adjusts
table’s “shape” to reduce acceleration discrepancies, thus increasing vehicle’s longitudinal
control accuracy.
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Tab. 4.3 where the superscript ˚ denotes the calibrated table and value’s unit is

m{s2. The result shows that for all 10 test cases, our method is capable of minimizing

acceleration errors given different reference tables and these 2 intentionally offsetted

reference table are robustly adjusted with ą 35% improvement in matching actual

accelerations.
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4.7 Summary

This paper presents an efficient online calibration system for longitudinal vehicle

dynamics of autonomous vehicles. We employ a data-driven approach to generate

an “end-to-end” numerical vehicle model with a look-up table which saves vehicle’s

velocity, control command, and acceleration. This reference table helps connect high-

level control objective to vehicle’s low-level throttle or brake command and should

be calibrated to account for variations of vehicle’s hardware status over time. For

the sake of reducing expensive labor in manual calibration process, we propose an

effective online calibration algorithm to update this reference look-up table with a

Gaussian model approach. We introduce a 2-D Gaussian distribution to model ac-

celeration errors between interpolated one from look-up table and actual vehicle ac-

celeration. This model’s standard deviations are estimated with a “three-sigma rule”

heuristic and its height is calculated with a backtracking method to guarantee mono-

tonicity constraint between acceleration and control command. We demonstrate the

effectiveness and robustness of our proposed method with two sets of experiments

where sufficient performance improvement is achieved using vehicle data collected

from Lincoln MKZ.

During the implementation of the proposed algorithm for real-world road tests,

we have observed that response delay plays a significant role in calibrating vehicle’s

acceleration to its corresponding control command. Currently, we employ an offline

approach to compute vehicle’s delay time (described in Sec. 4.5.2). We plan in the

near future to implement an online algorithm to calculate these delays from throttle

and brake.
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5

Conclusions

This dissertation presents two optimization-based motion planners for humanoid fall

recovery. The first motion planner is an online approach which aims to recover

humanoid from falling by making hand contact with walls or other surfaces in the

cluttered environment. This planner simplifies the difficulty in solving a general

multi-modal planning problem (Sec.1.3.3) with the following techniques:

• Contact mode sequence is pre-specified to be: Foot Contact + Foot Contact

+ Hand Contact. Thus, the computational effort to explore other possible

contact mode sequences is saved.

• Full-body humanoid model is approximated with a low-dimensional three-link

model to reduce state dimensionality.

• A direct single shooting method is used to handle the system dynamics con-

straints, thus resulting in a small number of optimization variable to be solved.

• Pre-computation of computationally expensive terms is conducted to save on-

line computation time.
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With these techniques, this planner can efficiently plan a hand contact reference

in a standard PC with less than 0.1 s. This approach extends humanoid’s balanc-

ing capability to cluttered environment with making hand contact and the idea to

make contact with environmental objects provides a novel solution for fall recovery

in cluttered environment. The second motion planner aims to generalize humanoid

fall recovery to both open and cluttered environment with simultaneously optimiz-

ing discrete contact mode sequence and continuous robot trajectories. This plan-

ner directly addresses the general multi-modal planning problem (Eqn. 1.3.3) with a

hybrid planning scheme where a high-level tree-search algorithm is adopted for ex-

ploring contact mode sequence and a low-level trajectory optimization is solved with

direct collocation method for state transition and robot stabilization. This approach

unifies existing recovery strategies, such as inertial shaping, protective stepping, and

hand contact, and automatically plans one strategy or a combination of strategies to

regain robot’s balance based on its disturbed state and nearby environment features.

By enabling humanoid to reason how to regain balance on its own, this algorithm

makes a significant contribution to the improvement of humanoid’s sustainability in

arbitrary environment.

5.1 Summary of Thesis Work

My contributions are as follows,

• I develop a “real-time” humanoid fall recovery motion planning algorithm

which enables robot to make use of hand contact for fall protection in cluttered

environment. This planning algorithm efficiently solves a nonlinear program-

ming problem where several techniques are proposed to achieved fast compu-

tational speed. I implement this algorithm in a standard PC and this method

outperforms state-of-the-art optimization-based fall recovery method by orders
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of magnitude (Chapter 2).

• I integrate the proposed hand contact motion planner into a self-contain fall

recovery system including fall detection, fall stabilization and push-up recovery.

This system is realized with less expensive sensors and microcomputer and

a number of issues like limited computational power and time delays from

communication are addressed during the implementation (Sec. 2.5.1).

• I develop of a generalized humanoid fall recovery planning that unifies inertial

shaping, protective stepping, and hand contact strategies in arbitrary envi-

ronment. This algorithm unifies existing recovery strategies, such as inertial

shaping, protective stepping, and hand contact, and automatically plans one

strategy or a combination of strategies to regain robot’s balance based on its

disturbed state and nearby environment features (Chapter 3). I also propose

an effective algorithm to generate promising initial seeds for trajectory opti-

mization (Sec. 3.3.4)

• I development and implement of an efficient online calibration algorithm for

autonomous vehicle’s longitudinal dynamical system and experiments in real-

world road-tests demonstrate that our proposed online calibration module ef-

fectively decreases vehicle’s longitudinal position error by 40% after few laps

on test road (Chapter 4).

5.2 Suggested Future Research

We would like to address some limitations of the proposed methods in future research.

Hand Contact in 3-D: The proposed hand contact planner protects humanoid

robot from falling by making contact with a point on the falling plane of the robot.

Although it allows the selection of a certain contact points from the environment,
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it neglects other promising contact points out of the falling plane. This negligence

can cause robot to choose a contact point where a large friction force is required to

keep the contact fixed. To address this limitation, the proposed three-link model

can be adapted to a 3-D model by enabling the “shoulder” to “hand” link make

3-D contact (revolute joint to spherical joint). With this extension, robot now has

a larger space to search for hand contact point and can recover itself from falling in

3-D environment.

Fast Planning using Machine Learning: This dissertation focuses on motion

planning with optimization-based approach. For dynamical systems with high DOFs,

this optimization method can take a considerable amount of time, which makes it

unsuitable for real-time use. To address this time issue, we are interested in firstly

applying the proposed method to gather a large database of robot trajectories and

then using a supervised learning approach to rapidly generate a whole-body control

reference for fall recovery.

Grasping for Stabilization: The algorithms proposed in this dissertation plan

protective contact point using robot extremities for fall recovery. Though hand

contact recovery can be generated in the proposed motion planner, this hand contact

behavior does not include robot’s capability of grasping. For example, when the robot

is pushed towards a door, our planner attempts to explore optimal contact point on

the surface of this door, but will not consider grasping door lever or knob to stabilize

itself from falling. Grasping enables several contact points to be used from robot

hand and can produce a large set of contact wrenches to regain robot’s balance. As

a result, an interesting direction is to take grasping into the exploration of protective

contact points.
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